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Mr. Georg-e Spriggs.

7 ^ 0  the earlier generation of Spiritualists in this country the name of 
^  Mr. George Spriggs was quite well known. His reputation as one 
of the most remarkable mediums for the phenomenon of Materialization 
made him famous not only in Great Britain, but also wherever the 
literature of British Spiritualism circulated. The spiritual journals of 
the seventies, such as The Spiritualist, The Medium, and in later times, 
Light and The Two Worlds, have contained numerous references to Mr. 
Spriggs’ work, and in particular of his association with the Circle of 
Light, held at Cardiff, under the wise direction of that faithful student 
of our phenomena, Mr. Rees Lewis. The contributions to our papers 
concerning the results witnessed at that circle, recorded by Mr. Lewis, 
and Mr. Spriggs’ faithful friend, Mr. A. J. Smart, make an intensely 
interesting chapter concerning the phenomena of an almost bygone age, 
since the events recorded were among the marked phenomenal experi
ences of our earlier work.

Taking advantage of the presence of Mr. Spriggs in London at this 
time, the S p ir it u a l  R e v ie w  recently interviewed that gentleman, 
securing alike the portrait presented herewith, and the following account 
of his work for our cause, which in recent years has been confined to 
Australia, mostly in the flourishing city of Melbourne.

Modest and retiring Mr. Spriggs is, from a reporter’s point of view, 
somewhat difficult to interview; but, what with judicious questioning, 
and a reference to such records as are now available, the following 
narrative has been compiled. As our Pioneer workers are i apidly de
parting it is hoped that this sketch may do something to preserve for 
future times the record of one to whom honour is justly due, and one, 
too, who in all things, bears a record that is thoroughly satisfactory to 
himself, and the cause.

Mr. Spriggs was born in the village of Greetham, in Rutlandshire, in 
the year 1850, and is consequently now in his fiftieth year. He carries 
his age well, and shows in his appearance the sturdy Yeoman stock from 
which he is descended. His early life was not distinguished by any 
remarkable experiences, and though brought up in the Church of 
England, he nevertheless had quite a strong sympathy with the Wesleyan 
body. From a child he was slightly delicate, and at times he manifested 
symptoms of somnambulism. In  his early life he spent some time in 
London, in various capacities, subsequently settling in Bath, in connec
tion with one of the insurance offices in that ancient city. In the year
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1875 he removed to Cardiff, where he resided until he left for the 
Antipodes in 1880, and where, with three exceptions, ho has resided 
ever since, the exceptions being visits to this country. At present he is 
enjoying an extended rest in his native land, though he purposes ulti
mately to return to the land of his adoption.

Shortly after reaching Cardiff, the subject of Spiritualism was brought 
under his notice by Mr. Charles Baker. But Mr. Spriggs having been 
somewhat associated with Wesleyanism while in London, and with some 
of the minor sects in Bath, he had imbibed rather narrow views, and 
these made him somewhat diffident in approaching the subject of Spirit
ualism, when it was introduced to him by the gentleman named above. 
However, under the surface there was a naturally progressive mind, and 
after his scruples had been overcome, and he had attended some circles, 
he found himself to be possessed of mediumistic gifts, which he then 
proceeded to steadily cultivate. In this course of action he was fortu
nately assisted by Mr. Lewis, a Spiritualist of many years’ standing and 
experience, who introducee him to the circle meeting at his, Mr. Lewis 
house, a circle that could be commended in every way for the atmos
phere of earnestness and sincerity that pervaded its meetings. The 
earlier phases of the mediumship consisted mainly in “ automatic writ
ings ” and clairvoyance, these phases being succeeded by speaking 
“ under control,” by which many valuable tests of the identity of the 
communicating spirits were obtained. At the end of 1876 the develop
ment of the Materialization phase was entered upon, and while 
the progress made was slow, it was sure. At first the results were 
but the appearance of luminous clouds, which subsequently assumed 
definite shapes, more and more human, as the weeks passed by, 
until, at last, the “ forms ” became fully developed, coming out into 
the circle clad in flowing robes, as white as snow. Later on 
on the forms were not merely able to walk among the sitters, but were 
able to walk out of the room, down the stairs, and so out into the 
garden at the rear of the house, and back again to the seance room ! I t  
is interesting to note here that in the Medium for December 21st, 1877, 
was recorded an account of the materialized form and the medium being 
seen apart at the same time, which account was testified to by the fac 
similie signatures of sixteen persons who were present on that occasion. 
These remarkable experiences continued for several years, and they were 
witnessed by Spiritualists and Enquirers from all parts of the country, 
who were from time to time admitted, always under the permission of 
the controlling intelligences.
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As in so many cases where mediums are truly devoted to 1 he service 
of the Spirit world, so in the case of the gentleman in question, the word 
came that the time had arrived for him to enter a wider sphere of 
activity, and in the result the medium left our shores, and reached Aus
tralia, as previously mentioned. Certainly the wisdom of this has been 
abundantly verified, for, while we on this side of the world have been 
blessed with many mediums, our Antipodean brethren have not been so 
fortunate. Hence, in the arrival of so remarkable an instrument, 
colonial Spiritualism received an invaluable addition to its forces. Truly, 
England’s loss was Australia’s gain, and the cause was thus helped in 
no small manner, in the land “ down under,” as the familiar phrase 
has it.

After some six years of the above noted phase of his mediumship, 
under the Southern Cross, Mr. Spriggs entered upon a new class of 
work, Medical Clairvoyance, in which he gained equal fame and success. 
He has devoted all his powers since to this labour, and as it included 
rational and progressive methods of practice, he has been the means of 
blessing thousands who have consulted him in his capacity as a medical 
clairvoyant. As showing the esteem in which lie is held it may be 
mentioned that he is a Fellow of the National Association of Medical 
Herbalists of Great Britain, as well as an active member and Vice- 
President of the Melbourne body of Medical Herbalists, whom he has 
assisted with much valuable advice. Thus it will be seen he stands in 
a legal position as to his practice, alike in Australia and in this 
country.

Though his professional duties occupied a large share of his time he, 
nevertheless, has been an indefatigible worker for the cause in 
Melbourne. He has been President of the Victorian Association of 
Spiritualists, as well as occupying the like position to theTliermopylse 
Club, which he founded, Conductor and Vice-Conductor of the Children’s 
Progressive Lyceum, all positions of serious responsibility and trust. 
Occasionally he occupies the lecture platform, and when so doing always 
has something to say that is instructive, elevating, and in licative of 
that sturdy common-sense which is so distinguishing a mark of his 
character. Indeed few workers possess his singleness of purpose, 
devotion to the highest interests of the cause, and high administrative 
ability. Our esteemed contemporary, the The Harbinger of Light bears 
frequent testimony to his work and life, alike from the pen of its genial 
editor, Mr. W. H. Terry, and many of the leading and prominent 
people. of Melbourne, and other cities of Australia. Indeed Mr.
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Spriggs’ name and repute are “ as familiar as household words” 
throughout the colonies, wherever Spiritualism is known. The present 
writer has enjoyed the personal friendship of Mr. Spriggs practically 
from the time covered' by his work, and in all things has found him a 
staunch friend and fraternal co-worker, one whom is an honour to the 
cause everywhere.

In closing this brief sketch, the following quotation from a journal, 
at one time issued in Melbourne, called “ This World and the Next,” will 
form a fitting pendant to what has herein been written.

“ As a medium and servant of the higher intelligences, Mr. Spriggs 
has done his dutjr well, and towards his relatives, and his brother and 
sister mediums, he has always manifested a warm sympathy with them 
and their work. His own long experience in mediumship qualifies him to 
give valuable and practical advice to aspirants to that form of 
progressive work, as well as to enquiries into the subject, and such 
advice is always cheerfully placed at their disposal. The uprightness 
and strict regard to right and duty that have signalised his career, 
render Mr. Spriggs a valuable adherent to the cause with which he 
has so long been linked, while his warm fraternal friendship has 
endeared him to many. All his sympathies are with simplicity of life, 
and freedom from those habits of self indulgence in drink and tobacco, 
which are the bane of society, and he is never tired of impressing on 
mediums especially that they should have but little dealings with these 
things. As a kindly host, whether in his own home, where it may be 
added, his love for the artistic and ornamental has been allowed 
considerable scope, or acting in that capacity in connection with the 
social events of the societies of which he is the head, his cheerful 
countenance, genial smile, and warm grasp of the hand, are ever ready 
to welcome.

In conclusion the R ev ie w  is pleased to include Mr. Spriggs in its 
gallery of our Notable Men and Women, and it is felt that in doing so 
our readers will be equally pleased to pay him the honour that is his 
due.

T h e  P kogkessive S piritualistic  L yceum.
Oddfellows Hall, Victoria Street, Melbourne,

February 10th, 1900.
To the Officers and Members o! all Kindred Societies.

..-'Ladies and Gentlemen,
Our brother arid co-worker Mr. George Spriggs, who is shortly leaving Melbourne 

for an extensive tour of the world, carries away with him not only the heartfelt 
sympathy of all to whom he is known (and their names are legion,) but the fullest
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confidence that he will worthily uphold the name his good works and urbanity have 
secured for him here. And where ever his lot may he cast, aua with whoever he may 
come in contact, publicly and privately, his frauds here are satisfied that he will 
fearlessly uphold the cause in which he has been such an o n im 'ut for so- many 
years past, and they will welcome him hack with open arms when the strains of 
“ Home sweet Home ” allure his footsteps back again to Australia. I ll the mean
time any kindness shown to such a representative as Mr. Spriggs will be taken as 
a compliment to our Lyceum and tne cause of Spiritualism, which numbers him 
among its staunchest adherents.

With kindliest greetings, we are,
Youre fraternally,

II. I saacs, Conductor,
Chas. J. Chatfield , Vice-Conductor, 
H. T aylor, Secretary.

The Spiritual Philosophy.
Hudson Tuttle and his Teachings.

[F rom t h e  H a r b in g e r  o f  L ig h t J.

'STTUDSON TUTTLE, sometimes called the Ohio philosopher, is a 
<T!s  remarkable man; in him the spiritual and intellectual faculties 
are so well balanced, the former so sensitive to spiritual impression and 
the latter so positive and well balanced, that nothing can iind a lodge
ment on his mind that has not passed through the crucible of reason. 
ITis natural tendency is scientific, and this quality is a distinctive char
acteristic of his principal -works. There is a terseness of style in his 
writings, yet no undue brevity ; every idea is lucidly presented without 
waste of words. Though not unfamiliar now with the scientific authors 
of the past and present, his primary scientific education came to him 
when a youth from the spirit world : his first great work “ The Arcana 
of Nature ” is purely scientific and was the admiration of Dr. L. 
Buchner (the author of “ Force and Matter ”) until he discovered to his 
dismay that Tuttle had never been to college and that 1 Lis teachers 
were disembodied men. His next great work “ The Arcana of Spirit
ualism” is the superstructure of “ The Arcana of Nature,” and “ The 
Philosophy of Spirit,” from which we in intend to present a condensa
tion of spiritual philosophy as revealed through him, is founded on the 
material in the before mentioned work. He affirms, that “ To introduce 
a true and dignified rationalism is the prime object of Spiritualism.
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To cut humanity loose from the fetters of superstition, and free reason 
from the chains of creed, is a work sufficient to enlist the services of 
arch-angels !

Passing by the introductory matter, we commence our quotations 
with the affirmatory section of Chapter V.

“ Man is a spirit as much while in the body as out of it, and con
sequently, as far as his corporeal state will permit, governed by the 
same spiritual laws. From this cause confusion arises, as there is a 
perfect blending of phenomena at the borders of the two states; so 
great is this confusion that we can safely estimate that one-half of what 
are called spiritual manifestations are of mundane origin. Not that 
direct humbug is used, but mediums and circles are deceived.

In  considering this subject, we shall, for brevity, divide it into:—
1. Mesmerism; 2. Somnambulism; 3. Hallucination, and Insanity; 

4. Apparitions; 5. Dreams; 6. Influence of Mediums; 7. Influence 
of Conditions on Communications; 8. Position and Intelligence of the 
Cummunicating Spirits.

1. Mesmerism—Is the key to the spiritual philosophy, by which 
only it can be understood. One spirit in the body can influence another 
spirit in the body. Such is a general statement of the law of psycho
logical influence. We shall, in its proper connection, show that we 
influence mediums precisely as the magnetizer does his subject, and that 
the body is nothing in the intercourse of spirits.

2. Somnambulism.—This is a state of mind very nearly allied to 
that produced by mesmeric passes, hut is not induced by them. Volumes 
might be filled with facts, showing how, when apparently wrapped in 
profoundest slumber, the somnambulist has performed most surprising 
feats, such as climbing from a chamber window to the roof without aid, 
which would be impossible for any one to perform when awake; getting 
into and out of positions which appear incredible. I t  is said that a lad 
in the Highlands scaled a perpendicular precipice to an eagle’s nest, 
which had never been scaled before, and had alwaya been deemed inac
cessible.

In  this state, which verges on clairvoyance, and sometimes is identical 
with it, the spirit is freed from the body sufficiently to possess senses of 
its own, and have no use for those of the body. In  it, beautiful pieces 
of music have been composed, sermons written, and surprising mental 
operations performed. In pronouncing on such exhibitions care should 
be used not to confound the operations of the mind with spiritual influ
ence, as has been rashly done, for it must ever be remembered man 
himself is a spirit, and capable of manifesting spiritual phenomena.
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Still more caution should be used in the next class of facts. The 
mind remembers all the occurrences of its life. They may be dimmed 
on memory’s tablet, but never effaced, and the proper cond itions will 
awake them fresh as the occurrences of the hour. Sydney Smith experi
enced this when drowning. He says that all the events of his life, even 
to the most minute, rushed, in a minute, before him. This is true of 
all spirits, and it is this that makes the good action and glorious 
thought bestow reward, while crime and evil inflict punishment by ever 
presenting their horrid forms.

6. Influence of Mediums—As the channel, so the stream which 
flows through i t ; the vessel gives form to the water which it contains. 
This influence is like that which is exerted on a psychomet rist by an 
autograph, or on a magnetic subject when he endeavours fo read the 
thoughts of others.

The character of the medium, in a great measure, determines the 
character of the spirits who control him. There cannot be any very 
great difference of development between the controlling spirit and the 
medium. There must be affinity. Each medium attracts a class or 
grade of spirits peculiar to himself. These are attracted : first, because 
certain phenomena can be given through his organization which cannot 
through any other ; second, because certain thoughts can be transmitted 
througli his brain, which cannot through any other; third, because 
there is similarity or congeniality.

Some mediums are used entirely for physical manifestations, and 
never for communication. They attract spirits capable of producing 
such phenomena, who act entirety by means of the organic peculiarity 
of such mediums. Others are exclusively used for writing or speaking. 
Such are impressible, and generally attract a higher grade of spirits. 
The intelligence of the communicating spirit is in direct relation to the 
intelligence of the medium. Mediums of a scientific and philosophical 
cast of mind attract wise and sagacious spirits, willing and capable to 
instruct on these subjects ; whereas minds of a poetic temperament 
attract poets, and generally write poetry. A grovelling, low-minded 
medium attracts spirits from the lowest stratum of the spirit world, 
and receives communications in accordance. The state of the medium, 
while receiving communications, also determines their character. 
When exhilarated by the flow of health, happy and cheerful, developed 
oeings can enter into the chambers of the soul, and breath f  >rth beauti
ful thoughts; but when the nerves are wasting by disease, and the 
system jars with inharmonious vibrations, undeveloped beings enter

ft
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the door thus thrown open, and poison the springs of thought.
Mediums and Spiritualists should ever keep these facts in mind. 

They should know that they are constantly surrounded by all grades of 
intelligences; and wherever a channel of communication is opened, 
they enter. We need not impress the necessity of living pure and elevated 
lives in order to attract the purest angels of the spirit-land. We love 
the spotless soul, and the undefiled in the heart.

7. Influence o f Conditions—There are essential conditions which 
must be fulfilled for us to communicate. If by impression, we must 
have an impressible medium ; and it is useless to add that the correct
ness of communications is directly as the impressibility of the medium. 
If but partially impressible, his thoughts will mingle with ours, until 
our meaning is lost, or distorted into something entirely different, as is 
often the case. The circle, too, has an influence on the mind of the 
medium, and may compel him, when our influence is feeble, to reproduce 
their own thoughts and desires. The same is true of surrounding per
sons not in the circle. A medium is necessarily extremely susceptible 
—as susceptible as the needle trembling to the pole, and quivering to 
the slightest disturbing cause; and hence, unless cautious and guarded, 
is liable to be imposed on.

The electrical state of the atmosphere is often a source of failure, 
when it is antagonistic to our influence. So the sphere of persons who 
are discordant repels elevated and attracts low spirits.

8. Influence of the Communicating Spirits—The intelligence and 
character of the communicating spirit, other things being equal, deter
mines the intelligence of the communication.

The sources of fallacy in a spirit communication are : 1. I t  may be
come mixed, or entirely perverted, by the mind of the medium. 2. 
The medium may be influenced partially by the circle ; and hence the 
communication partakes of their thoughts more than of the spirit’s. 3. 
Low and depraved spirits may assume well-known names, and com
municate vague or erroneous ideas. 4. Well-meaning, but ignorant 
spirits may communicate ideas they sincerely believe, but which are 
nevertheless false.”

In  continuation of the subject of magnetism the relation of terrestrial 
to animal magnetism, and the distinction between their operations it is 
w ritten:—

“ Neur-aura, Od force, or Zoether,—the term adopted to express this 
class of phenomena,—the life emanation, produces in the animal similar 
effects as magnetism in worlds. I t  is emphatically the life-force. By
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it, thought, that mighty force which curbs the elements of nature and 
binds them in abjectest slavery, is manifested, and through md by it 
man becomes an immortal being, a kindred of the Gods, rising from 
sphere to sphere in eternal progress, while suns and solar systems 
crumble and melt away like the mushrooms of an hour.

Zoether—neur—aura—is a distinct manifestation, perhaps secondary, 
perhaps primary to all others. Zoether, as its name imports, belongs 
wholly to the regions of organic forms. I t  is the atmosphere of the 
spirit, and we shall find, as we proceed in our investigations, that it 
forms the basis of spirit existence.”

“ The spiritual elements, such as the earth emanates, which go to 
form the spiritual spheres and enter into the organization of spirits, are 
realities. They possess all the properties of earthly matter, with new 
ones which they acquire by their refinement. Carbon is represented by 
a spiritual carbon, oxygen by a spiritual oxygen, &c., through the long 
catalogue. Hence we can be organic beings as much as while on earth 
and our organs can perform their functions, and be supported by ele
ments appropriate to those functions.

Consideration of the unindividualized beings whose spiritual essence 
ascends into the vast ether, and gravitates like an evaporating cloud to 
its appropriate position, is here afforded. True, they are not individua
lized ; they do not retain their identity ; but they again enter somewhat 
similar forms. If of sufficient refinement, the atoms pass at once to the 
spirit sphere ; if not they re-unite with gross matter, and enter again 
the cycle of living beings, to be again and again eliminated, perhaps to 
travel up to the human form divine, and becoming embodied, stand 
forth as eternal as the everlasting planets—nay, more, when these shall 
fade like the baseless fabric of a vision, rise above the wreck of worlds, 
rejoicing in increasing wisdom.

One law of attraction and resulting repulsion exists both in the 
earthly and spiritual spheres. The poison wolf’s bane twining its roots 
around and among those of the fruitful corn, extracts from the same 
dew, the same rain, the same soil, the most deadly poison, while the 
corn elaborates the life-giving grain. Particles seek like particles. 
They are repelled by dissimilar ones, and thus the intricate am 1 myster
ious web of nature is woven.

So in the spiritual world. The same law rules supreme. The force 
which builds up the wolf’s-bane and the corn, side by side, builds up 
from the ascending atoms the orange and the vine which decorates the 
landscape of the spirit-spheres.
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From the normal state to the gateway of another sphere, where the 
silver cord, which unites the mortal with the immortal, is broken, a 
wide interval exists. In  the normal the material has the ascendancy, 
and the spiritual is subordinate. A t death the spirit obtains complete 
ascendancy, and the body fades. Between these extremes the two are 
variously blended, as light and darkness at morning; night representing 
the body, light the spiritual life, which slowly breaks on the horizon, 
gradually increasing, until the sun at last pours a flood of splendour 
above the grey clouds of morning. Then the spirit is free, and beholds 
the supernal light of the spheres.

By mesmerism the phenomena of death are obtained, and its laws can 
be studied. I t  is then the right means to employ, for by it the spirit is 
reached and analyzed.

Spirit, and its essence, the mind evade the scapel of the dissector ; it 
cannot be examined in the crucible or re to rt; it is unseen by the eye, 
unheard by the ear, and is only recognised by its effects. Yet it must 
be material in some sublimated form, or the effect of materiality, for 
without an adequate cause there can be no effect.

The phenomena of physical agents cannot unlock its mysterious 
domain; and if anything is learned of its nature, it must be by studying 
the subject, not by the rushlight of metaphysics, but by the clear light 
of positive facts.

However dependent it may appear to be on the body, there is an 
extensive range of facts which prove that under certain conditions it 
may become independent. When studied on the plane of physical 
science, it seems to have an exclusive dependence on the body, living 
where it lives, and dying where it dies. But there is a higher position 
from which to study mentality. I t  is unique, and must be studied by 
the light of itself. The recent discoveries in mental impressibility, 
clairvoyance, &c., open a wide avenue for the student to enter the halls 
of mind. The opportunity lias been eagerly seized. Forsaking the 
beaten path of the metaphysician, the inquirers have pushed boldly into 
the realm of facts and causes, and sought to construct theories in 
harmony with nature.

The observed facts of magnetism show that mind can in different 
degrees become independent of the pyhsical body, and in proportion as 
it becomes independent does its spiritual perceptions become acute. 
This independence regards the senses and the entire organism, and the 
mind rises above the aid it furnishes, seeing, hearing, and feeling inde
pendent of its organism. For classification of facts, the mind may be 
considered in six different states or degrees.
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1. The natural state of activity and rest.
2. The impressible state.
3. Magnetic.
4. Clairvoyant.
5. Super-Clairvoyant.
6. Death, or the independent spiritual condition.
1. The Natural Stale of Activity and Rest.—In this state the mind 

is chained to the body, and its manifestations are limited by the capa
city of the latter. I t  sees with the eyes, hears with the ears, and feels 
through the agency of the sensatory nerves. To all appearances it is 
indissolubly connected with it, and from facts elicited, from this state, 
the sceptic triumphantly exclaims, that it is as rational to look for the 
hum of the bee, after the insect has passed on its busy wings, as for 
mind after the death of the body.

In this state there is a perfect union of the two, and their action is 
so blended that it is with extreme difficulty that the manifestations, of 
one can be distinguished from those of the other. The mind never 
grasps anything by intuition while in this state, hut is content to plod 
in the grovelling externalisms of life, relying wholly on the five senses 
for its knowledge.

2. The Impressible State or Degree.—By this state we mean that 
condition in which the individual is susceptible to the inlluence of 
surrounding objects and minds. I t  is the normal condition of nearly 
one-fourth of the Anglo-Saxon race. I t  varies in degree from the 
impressibility which shapes our attractions and repulsions, to that which 
enters the secret chamber of another’s thoughts, and makes itself 
familiar with the innermost shadings of character. In the superior 
conditions of this state, psychometric delineations are made perfect 
according to the degree of impressibility, and the peculiar influence of 
individuals becomes perceptible.”

(To be continued next month).
— CL.

“ Common Christanity it is far more than the distinguishing tenets 
of the religious body to which a person belongs which helps to mould 
his character and determine his conduct. The language we use in 
common is steeped in it. Our way of regarding things and people is 
largely influenced by it. I t  supplies us with many of our ideals in 
endeavouring after what to be and what to do.”
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Old World Faiths.
[ F rom  “ T i ie  S ta r  o f  t h e  M a g i.]

TAOISM AND ITS TENETS.
B y Marcos J ulian .

C o n c l u d ed .

Tfr'HE word “ tao ” escapes precise definition because of its wide 
suggestiveness. I t  has a mystical meaning synonymous with 

such words as the Hindoo “ sat ” (pure existence), “ verbum ” (the 
word), the way, the path, the truth, etc. Jesus proclaimed himself a 
mystic and an initiate in the words: “ I [viz., the Christos or higher 
self] am the way, the truth, and the life ” Shri Krishna (5000 B. C.), 
the great teacher of India, said : “ He who seeth me in everything and 
everything in me, of him will I  never lose hold.” (From the Bhaga- 
vad Gita.) The fundamental principles of the philosophy and religion of 
Tao-Tze are identical with the teachings of Theosophy. I t  is a system 
which at once engages the intuitional, rational and perceptive powers 
of man. In its ultimate analysis it is pantheistic, while at the same 
time recognizing a Creator or manifested God; but back of the mani
fested God it posits an unknowable principle, which is the cause of 
manifestation. Here we are presented with that paradoxical element 
common to all mystical and abstract conceptions of the universe. Unity 
and diversity are one, and that one is Tao. Tao is greater than God 
and greater than Nature because in Tao both God and Nature exist. 
“ Before heaven and earth were Tao was. I t  has existed without 
change from all time.” (Tao-teh-King.) Then the idea of unity un
folded to duality, and duality to trinity—another teaching that is 
common to all religions. We find : “ The Tao produced one ; one pro
duced two ; two produced three.”

The idea of the duality of the manifested universe, another teaching 
common to the philosophical and metaphysical form of every religion, is 
expressed thus : “ The Tao shows itself in two forms—the pure and the 
turbid—and has two conditions (of nature and rest). Heaven is pure, 
earth is turbid. The radical (purity) descended and the turbid issue 
flowed abroad; thus all things were produced.” Here we have the root 
of an idea common to all religions which in some—notably Zoroastrian-
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ism and Christianity—has degenerated into good and evil—pi r se, God 
and devil. I t  originally referred to the positive and negitive, active 
and passive, masculine and feminine sides of Mature. The distinction 
between the unmanifested and the manifested, or between pantheistic 
and monotheistic conceptions is put thus : “ The Tao that can be trod
den is not the enduring and unchanging Tao. The name that can be 
named is not the enduring and unchanging name. Having no name it 
is the originator of heaven and earth. Having a name it is the mother 
of all things. . . . Under these two aspects it is realty the same,
hut as development takes place it receives different names. Together 
we call them the mystery.”

A most interesting passage, referring to cosmic rhythm, or the law of 
periodicity, which is one of the fundamental principles of Theosophy, is : 
“ There was something undefined and complete coming into existence 
before heaven and earth. How still it was and formless ! Standing alone 
and undergoing no change, reaching everywhere and in no danger of being- 
exhausted. I  do not know its name and I give it the designation of 
‘ Tao.’ Making an effort to give it a name I  call it great. Great, it 
passes on in constant flow. Passing on, it becomes remote. Having 
become remote, it returns.” That great cosmic law called in Theosophy 
the Law of Cycles, viz., that “ force tends to return to its projector,” 
is beautifully and poetically expressed by Tao-Tze thus “ After blos
soming for a while everything dies down to its own root. This going 
back to one’s origin is called peace. I t  is the giving of one’s si If to the 
inevitable. This giving of one’s self to the inevitable is called pre
servation. He who knows this preservation is called lumint us. Ho 
who knows it not perpetuates his own misery. He who has learned 
preservation is great of soul. He who is great of soul is prevailing. 
Prevailing, he is king. Being king, he is celestial. Being celestial, he 
is Tao.”

Taoism regarded man as a trinity. In the classic, Of Purity, said to 
have been written by Hsuan, a Taoist of the Wu dynasty (A. D. 227), 
the following passage is found : “ Now the spirit of man loves purity,
but his mind disturbs it. The mind of man loves stillness, but his 
desires draw it away. If he could send his desires away his mind 
would of itself become still. Let his mind be made clear and his spirit 
of itself becomes pure. The reason why men are not able to attain to 
this is because their minds have not been cleansed and their desires 
have not been sent away.” The following passage, referring to this 
ancient teaching, viz., the control and subjugation by man of his desire
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nature (in Theosophy this is called the astral or desire body), occurs in 
the Tao-teh-King :

“ Always without desire we must be fouud,
If its deep mysteries we would sound ;
But if desire always within us be 
Its outer fringe is all that we shall see.”

Another quaint example of the wisdom of this Chinese sage is the 
following, which our modern critics of “ heathen philosophers ” would 
do well to memorise : “ Scholars of the highest class, when they hear 
about the Tao, earnestly carry it into practice. Scholars of the middle 
class, when they have heard about it, seem now to keep it and now to 
to lose it. Scholars of the lowest class, when they have heard about 
it, laugh greatly at it.”

The original Taoist idea of reincarnation has become degraded into 
transmigration, or the theory that the human soul can re-enter the 
animal kingdom. This is not the true esoteric teaching. We must 
distinguish between the pure teachings of the Taoist sect.

Gradual teachings have finally added so much that was entirely 
foreign to the teachings of the mystical and philosophical Chinese sage 
that one must dig deep to find the pure gold of the original ideas of 
Lao-Tze. Advanced students of Theosophy claim that he taught pure 
Theosophy. The best known commentator of his works is Chuang- 
Tze, who has been called the Ezra of Taoism and the Democritus of his 
own time in China. The following brief extracts from the Tao-teh-King 
show the purity and wisdom of the teachings of this greatest of 
Chinese sages :

“ Avoiding the distinctions of merit among the people prevents 
jealousy.”

“ Whosoever humbleth himself shall be preserved to the end,”
“ Whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased.”
“ By conserving the natural and spiritual powers and retaining virtue 

it is possible to escape dissolution.”
“ The wise man knows no distinctions; he beholds all men as things 

made for holy uses.”
“ The inflated man is soon exhausted. Than self-restraint there is 

nothing better.”
“ The thirty spokes of a carriage wheel uniting at the nave are made 

useful by the hole in the centre where nothing exists.”
“ The wise man pro\ ides for the soul, not for the senses.”
“ He who is most unselfish is most secure.”
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There is one fact which deserves notice ; that is the great difference 
between the way in which the east and the west have always treated 
their sages and philosophers. The religious annals of the east record 
no martyr burned at the stake for the sake of tru th—no “ Tucified ” 
saviour—their saviours have been received with honour and reverence. 
We call our civilization “ higher,’’ yet our records are stained with the 
blood of Jesus, Sacrates, Paul, Hypatia, Bruno, and thousands of lesser 
lights, who tried to show us truth. Were we of the west not so blinded 
by our own vanity and arrogance we could learn many a lesson in 
gentleness, charity and wisdom from the despised “ heathen.”

----------- -------3 3 S ------------------

A SHORT SERMON.

B y P e t e r  L e e .

“ How of’t  the sight of means,
To do ill deeds, makes ill deeds done ! ”—Shakespeare.

3N a survey of mankind and his actions he seems to be continuously 
oscillating between justice and expediency, the former being the 

abstract principle about which he talks, and expediency determined by 
his acts, is the concrete manifestation of his real character. • Be just 
and fear not,” is the very basis on which the truth loving, and honest 
man rests, it matters not to him whether the public eye is upon him or 
not, he is a law to himself, and decides his course according to the rule, 
that, “ whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even 
so unto them.” I t  is nothing to him that others for personal gain, and 
public preferment, should deviate from the strict line of moral rec
titude, the mandate rings in his ears, “ What is that to thee follow 
thou me.” The struggle is a hard one, the pure soul within is battling 
with, an almost irresistable force from without, hunger, wretchedness, 
misery, and want impelling it unto acquiescence, with the sorrowful 
admission that “ my poverty, and not my will consents.” On the other 
hand, the sordidly selfish spirit that has no qualms of conscience, 
moves like an octopus, seizing all that comes within its grasp. The 
contest is not an even one, for the less scrupulous individual soars away 
into the realms of worldly affluence, even to honour and fame, while 
the more conscientious man finds his way into bankruptcy, and perchance 
dies in the workhouse; but better ascend on angel’s wings to heaven
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from the bastile, than be dragged down to hell by the weight of ill- 
gotten gold, from the palace.

But in the name of eternal justice, why is it that men conceive right 
and do wrong ? Preach uprightness, and then stoop to any and almost 
every form of meanness ! “ Thou God seest me ” strikes home from
time to time to their very souls, but with them, the judgment day is 
afar off, and they pursue their selfish path amid all the glamour of 
worldly wealth and fame. Alas ! alas ! well was it said, “ lay not this 
sin to their charge for they know not what they do.” In this contem
plation how awfully we realise the condition of the tormented soul in 
hell. “ I  have five brethen, send some one to warn them, that they 
come not into this place.” But we need not dwell upon the conditions 
of the after life, to know what shall befall those who heed not the 
voice of conscience. “ Be sure your sin will find you out ” is an axiom 
whose truth is realized in very many instances on this side of the 
grave.

“ Pride goetli before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall.” 
Allured by the brightness of the mid-day sun of worldly prosperity 
men forget that sooner or later it may be o’ercast by the dark clouds 
of adversity, when they may be drifted in the darkness over the 
precipice of ruin. I t  is now that conscience is quickened, it is now 
that humiliation ensues, when the soul is filled with repentance for all 
the folly and ignorance, and wilful wrong doing -which have conduced 
to this awful culmination. But, still more terrible is the state of that 
man to whom the voice of conscience has cried aloud as he has drifted 
in the downward course, and rather than manfully try to retrace his 
footsteps, has wilfully dragged some unsuspecting friend to ruin in a 
mean attempt to save himself. What a sad spectacle it is to see the old 
father or the old mother carried to the workhouse, when it is in the 
power of some well-to-do son or daughter to prevent it. Self respect, 
to say nothing of a sense of filial duty, all dead ! In such cases, where 
the strongest ties of affection ought to prevail, and where these are 
disregarded, we are disposed to wonder whether there is such a feature 
as conscientiousness in these characters. The more we reflect on the 
subject, the more we are perplexed, but when we think over all these 
acts, which betoken nothing but rank selfishness, we are inclined to 
believe there are some men and some women to whom the impulses of 
conscience are absolutely unknown. Whenever we come into contact 
with these people, when we know them from actual experience, or from 
some intuitional perception of what they really are, or what we think
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they are, we may somewhat guard ourselves against their rapacity; 
their undisguised selfishness is so transparent, that we pity nore than 
blame them.

There is, however, another class of individual, that seemingly con
scientious body of men and women which labels itself with the name of 
religion, who speak of some as being “ too conscientious”—those logically 
reasoning people who apply, so to speak, the rigidity of logic and mathe
matics to morals and religion. The class to whom we allude is composed 
of those feeble men and women who stand erect, for sense of shame, while 
under the gaze of others, but bend to any act of degradation in those 
conditions in which they think they can do it and retain private or 
public approbation. These arc they of whom it hath been said, “ Eyes 
have they, and see no t; ears have they, and hear n o t i t  is convenient 
for them to be blind and deaf when conscience and self-interest are in 
conflict. Cant and conventionality are at all times incompatible with 
conscientiousness; in the former case, there is an overstrain© pretence 
of goodness, and in the latter, it is mere ceremony at best, and is 
often disguised hypocrisy. When conventional terms represent sincerity 
of feeling, they cease to be conventional. When a friend says he is 
sorry for you, and feels it, he is conscientious; if he says it, and doesn’t 
feel it, he is conventional, and what is worse, he is a liar. I t  comes to 
this then, that we have the choice of two forms of applause, the one 
of a superficial kind, the phenomenal manifestation associated with mere 
form and ceremony; the other, that of an internal sincerity, in regard 
to truth, honesty, and dignity of mind in general. Re Foe has well 
observed that “ whoso setteth for himself a straight course in this life, 
declareth perpetual warfare with mankind,” but he does no say any
thing in regard to any other life. We know, however, that though all 
forms of deceit may be indulged in by the incarnate spirit, the excar- 
nate spirit, deprived of its mask, will no longer be able to simulate 
anything, but shall be known as it is, instead of as it seems, when the 
face of the saint is assumed and the voice of the angel imitated. 
Yiewed in this light, it is as well, if we have a conscience, to obey its 
mandates, having the full assurance, that anything done in violence 
of its behests, will sooner or later present itself for adjustment, and 
that too in a way that shall cover us with shame and regret. Proof of 
this is not needed, specially from the testimony of returning spirits, we 
see it more or less in the common concerns of this life; when men and 
women lay rash hands on themselves rather than live under the con
scious loss of the esteem of their fellows. In such cases conscientious-
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ness, when too late, has become an unquenchable fire within their very 
souls, and they have sought peace in oblivion.

Away then with all the nauseating cant of formality and deceit. I  
we love truth and know it, let us speak i t ; if we know our own, let 
us be honest and content with it, if we know dignity from meanness, 
let us despise everything low and degrading. Shakespeare must have 
had a noble conception of human character when he makes Cardinal 
Wolsey exclaim “ O Cromwell! Cromwell! had I  hut served my God 
with half the zeal I  served my king, he would not in mine age have 
left me naked to mine enemies.” We cannot serve God and Mammon. 
By a very law of our being we are either truthful or not truthful, 
honest or not honest, faithful or deceitful. “ Be not deceived, for God 
is not mocked; ” the sower reapeth according to that which he hath 
sown; if he hath sown to the wind, he shall reap the whirlwind. Oh 
that men would “ deal justly, love mercy, and walk humbly before 
God ! ”

----- ------- -

Clericalism and Spiritualism.

old policy of ridicule having been largely abandoned by the 
^  orthodox press in favor of a far more discreet conspiracy of 
silence, it is significant of the extent to which the phenomena of 
Spiritualism are compelling attention to see the leading organ of 
“ Anglican,” Clericalism, “ The Church Times,” goaded by the 
numerous letters of inquirers into the painful necessity (as the lesser of 
two evils) of recognising the existence of the spiritual sappers and 
miners who are making such progress in undermining the foundations 
of latin theology.

In the articles referred to there is really no serious attempt to deal 
with the problem in a scientific spirit, but wisely ignoring the researches 
of Sir William Crookes, Professor Wallace, Dr. Hodgson, and other 
“ amateurs,” as beneath the notices of the gentlemen on the staff of the 
“ Church Times,” the editor sums the matter up as “ all telepathy,” 
finishing with a cloud of pseudo scientific verbiage.

To show that this is not an unjust estimate of the writers knowledge 
of the subject, our critic actually says “ it is improbable that discarnate 
spirits, spirits without the apparatus of thought tra n fe re n c should 
communicate with the incaranate still on earth.”

This specimen of “ Catholic ” opinion as to the nature of man as a
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spiritual being, will satisfy any instructed Spiritualist, who w ill exclaim 
with Ingersoll, “ Such divinity wants a doctor badly.”

Of course, he believes a “ spirit” to be an “ infuence” or “ vital 
spark ” flitting about, or remaining quiescent somewhere, until aroused 
by Gabriel’s trumpet, to take up its discorded physical body on the 
morning of the resurrection.

However, we need not be angry with him, if “ the church ” feels 
secure in attacking our torpedo craft with prettily decorated Spanish 
caravels of the 17th century, so much the better for us.

But the real reason of the anger displayed by clericalism towards 
Spiritualism is that, it fears a religious movement which has a 
scientific basis for belief in a life after death, and an ethical system 
based On that knowledge, considering it an outrage that such belief 
should be based on any other ground than the “ Authority of the 
Church ” (which church by the way repudiates Anglicanism,) otherwise 
that “ authority ” is cheapened, and its theological wares “ marked down.”

Again, considering as it does all problems of man, and his relations to 
the infinite as settled once for all by its authority, a spiritual science, 
which declares that religion and morals must be adapted to the culture 
and the more enlightened spiritual consciousness of the present, that 
man is still being created, and revelation still being given, is necessarily 
regarded as the worst of foes—one that as John Morley says—does not 
attack doctrines, but explains them.

We teach men to work out their own salvation, as better, even if 
they learn by bitter experience, than to surrender the distinct ive human 
principle within them, becoming automata chaperoned through life by 
the priest, and best of all, instead of a tartarus of horror, mi stery, and 
arbitrary uncertainty behind the veil, where creed, but not character 
saves, we prove the supreme naturalness of the future life, absolute 
consequences as the outcome of life here, acting like the law of gravita
tion on Catholic, Mohammadan, and freethinker alike, from which no 
priestly absolution or sacraments can save, and where no “ church ” can 
cut off hope from any man.

Unfortunately the “ Church Times ” knows nothing of these truths 
or of any sane other world order, which if known and accepted would 
revolutionize the materialistic and insane ends for which the majority of 
people are living, by showing even on the lowest grounds the folly of 
that for which they are striving with such painful exertion.

Instead it offers an aesthetic fetishism, and a return to the dogmas 
and mental slavery of the “ Ages of Faith,” which as the Bishop of 
London lately said, “ are more picturesque at a distance.”

J ohn B. A stbury.
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Disintegration of Dead Bodies.
Will you allow me, as an electrician and writer on chemical physics, 

as well as a Spiritualist (writes Desmond G. Fitzgerald), to contradict 
the statement made on the authority of M. Camille Flammarion, in the 
second paragraph of p. 232 (Light, March 19th) as to a human body 
being completely carbonised by a flash of lightning, whilst the clothes 
remained intact ? This statement is far more incredible than would be 
the assertion that 16 lb. of gunpowder exploded in a china shop without 
damaging so much as a cup or saucer. I  will not inflict the reductio ad 
absurdum on your readers, many of whom, no doubt, have at least some 
notion of the extremely short duration of a lightning flash; of the 
calorific energy requisite to vaporise the quantity of water contained in 
a human body, and to separate, as “ cinders,” its carbon from the 
hydrogen and nitrogon with which they were combined; and of the 
terrific effect of instantaneously converting so large a quantity of energy 
into work.

In regard to the question, “ What causes the disintegration of a dead 
body 1 ” is it not sufficient to point out that, when the circulation of the 
blood ceases and the temperature falls, the protective leucocytes (phago
cytes) lose the power of repelling infection, and that the anaerobic 
organisms (bacilli) such as Proteus vulgaris and mirabilis, always 
present, with b. coli communis, in the intenstines, are then able to 
invade the whole body, and to commence its disintegration by evolving 
from it marsh gas, hydrogen sulphide, &c 1 The body disintegrates, not 
because it is dead, but because certain organisms obtain access to it. Is 
not this explanation more satisfactory than any reference to a “ vital 
electric element ” which to electricians is non-existent 1—Light.

Clairvoyance.
A New Zealand correspondent relates the following:—Upon the last 

occasion I  had the pleasure of sitting with Madam Heller, a steamer 
had shortly before been despatched to search for the ship Gratitude, 
supposed to be lost. When that lady was under control, the question 
was put by me as to whether her guide could give us any information 
about the Gratitude and her crew, and was immediately answered to the 
effect that the ship would be found wrecked on an island, but the crew 
were all safe. This was found to be correct in every particular.— The 
Harbinger oj Light.
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From all Points.

An Object Lesson in Mediumship.
The Sketch of the Life and AVork of Mr. George Spriggs, published in 

this issue of the R e v ie w , is an object lesson in mediumship. It will 
show the reader what can be accomplished by the Spirits, when they 
have, as an instrument, a well balanced man for their serv'ce. And it 
again emphasises the fact, too often ignored, that mediumship does not « 
require the total abnegation of the medium, nor the sacrifice of his man
hood. Though at one time we were afflicted with the pernicious 
doctrine of, “ leave it all to the Spirits 1 ” In many cases that doctrine 
caused much trouble for those who accepted it, since they found by ^  
bitter experience that it was a fruitful source of weakness, mentally and 
personally. It will also be noted that stability of character, and strength 
of mind, are no barriers to the successful control of spirits over the 
medium, but helpful, and therefore, useful, to the unseen workers. To 
work w ith the spirits is better than leaving it all to them. To accept 
them as co-workers, and not as masters, is the real relation that should be 
established. Intelligent Spirits do not ask for slaves or fools to serve
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them, they can do more good when assisted by men or women who are 
not too lazy to improve themselves, or too indifferent to cultivate their 
own lives in all ways possible while on earth. Mediumship at the price 
of manhood is a degradation, but manhood associated with mediumship 
adorns it, and immeasurably increases its utility.

Let us Reform our Public Meetings.
The opinion is being formed slowly, but surely, that our public 

meetings stand in need of reformation. The fact of the interest that is 
being manifested in the idea of a Spiritualist Church clearly points in 
this direction. A reform in this connection must involve a revolution in 
the methods hitherto pursued by the committees of management elected 
by our societies, and this requires that the members take a more active 
interest in the welfare of the societies to which they belong. Our 
lecturers, normal and controlled, do their best under the circumstances 
surrounding them, but under better circumstances they would do much 
better. Indeed, it is at times remarkable how well, rather than how ill, 
our mediumistic speakers fulfil their duties. Yet, even the most 
developed of them find their tasks made needlessly hard by the lack 
of all those things that so materially conduce to the comfort of sensitives 
in their public ministrations. What are the usual conditions they are 
called upon to face ? Roughly, the answer, in many cases, is : a none 
too clean hall, used during the week for purposes that are not too 
spiritual; a barely furnished platform, not always any too clean; an 
ante-room into which all and sundry come as they please, thus depriving 
the speaker of the needful quiet and composure so necessary to 
mediumistic speakers; and when on the platform a chairman whom, if 
the speaker does not give clairvoyance is constantly wishing he, or she, 
did, or whom, if the medium does afford such illustrations, is wishing he 
would cut short his lecture and come to the “ tests;” while the “ service” 
is opened with music that is unmusical, to say the least, and singing in 
which the audience and the choir—when there is one—are frequently at 
variance. Frequently a selection is read from one or other of our weekly 
papers, which, in most cases the members of the congregation have 
already perused. In but few cases is there any attempt to make the hall 
cheerful and inspiring, no flowers adorn the platform; while frequently 
the speaker has to hurry through the lecture, because of catching a train 
after the meeting. Small wonder that strangers are disappointed, or 
that our own people complain that they do not feel the spiritual warmth 
and inspiration they have a right to expect. These facts have been com-
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mented upon over and over again, yet no one appears to have the 
necessary courage to openly grapple with them.

Must we have a Revolution?
Will a revolution be necessary before a reform can be accomplished 1 

Or will our people return to their former church associations, where their 
desires for the artistic, the devotional, and the culture of their minds and 
souls can be better assisted? Let us ask what are the pressing needs of 
our meetings to-day ? First, that our meeting places should be clean, 
attractively decorated, and, as soon as possible, secured so as to be 
entirely reserved for our own use. The smallest, and poorest, of the 
sects can do this, then why cannot we, who are neither small or poor ? 
The cost of flowers is not great, but their spiritualizing influence is 
incalculable. Next our music needs attention. A good American organ 
can be had on the “ Hire ” system, and with a fairly competent organist 
such an instrument is a great help in the efficient leading of congrega
tional singing. For a lesson, a selection from some of our standard 
works, prose or poetry, or a reading from one of the world’s great authors> 
would do much to impart tone to the gathering. Better to abolish the 
too florid, or the merely perfunctory, introduction of the lecturer, who is 
generally well known to the congregation. And, especially, the bad 
habit that some chairmen fall into, of reproducing the pith o: a lecture, 
with comments, at its close should be abolished, for, more often than 
not, it is an infliction on the lecturer, and an impertinence against the 
intelligence of the audience. There is also the question of the lecturer, 
and his or her qualifications for the position of teacher, or expositor. 
Too often the matter is settled not by whether the lecturer can teach or 
expound in a satisfactory manner, but whether he will draw a crowded 
meeting, in the hope that he will not only pay, but bring a profit as well. 
While, finally, there comes the vexed question of phenomena, or no 
phenomena? In one sense our difficulties would appear to arise from 
the fact that we do not clearly define what, our meetings are held for,—■ 
whether they should be for propaganda, or exposition? The two purposes 
are not kept distinct, and the result is unsatisfactory to Spiritualists and 
enquirers. Thus there is no binding influence exercised over our own 
people, while the phenomena presented to often serve to minister to a 
more or less morbid craving for signs and wonders, which, when gratified, 
leaves no impress on heart, head or conscience.

What shall we do?
What shall we do about it all? The first thing is to set about
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reforming our methods. Let our audiences demand better conditions 
under which to hold our meetings, and unselfishly set about seeing 
that the needful finances are raised. Then let them demand that the 
best talent in all departments being supplied to our platforms. While 
every step should be taken to insure that character and ability shall go 
together, with those who stand as our teachers. But until we have a 
national representative body, with a legal status, little can be done in 
this last named direction, for their is no authority to enforce any 
judgment, and without such authority discipline cannot be 
effectively maintained. And, above all, let us see to it that our meetings 
become the means of uniting us in a true fellowship of fraternity, 
whereby we meet to get good, so as to enable us to do good. We are 
out growing the crude methods of our early efforts, we are rapidly 
reaching the point when it will become necessary for us to stand before 
the world as a body with distinct ideas and principles, which we are 
willing to stand by at all times, and to live out in our daily lives. Let 
us see to it that the murmurings in our ranks do not pressage a revolt 
among the best elements in our numbers, and which revolt could 
easily become a rout of our forces, from internal dissatisfaction with the 
present conditions prevailing in connection with so much of our public 
work. It is no pleasant task to write in this strain, and nothing but the 
compulsion of a sense duty to the spirit world, and the future welfare of 
the cause, would induce us to send these words to our people 
at large.

The Hall of Eblis.
A Singular L iterary P arallel.

B y A. J a n e s .

/>|^ECKFORD’S fantastic story, “The History of the Caliph Yathek”— 
'e y  which Mr. Henry Morley called the thousand and second Arabian 
Night,—ends with a description of the Hall of Eblis, or abode of the 
damned, into which the criminal Caliph and his favourite Nouronihar, 
have descended. The account of this infernal palace and its occupants
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has been highly esteemed for its literary excellence. I  am. however, 
only concerned here with a parallelism, that is a curiosity of literature. 
The following are the passages to which, in this respect, I  call 
attention

“ In  the midst of this immense hall a vast multitude was incessantly 
passing, who severally kept their right hands on their hearts, without once 
regarding anything around them; they had all the livid paleness of 
death; their eyes, deep sunk in their sockets, resembled those phosphoric 
meteors that glimmer by night in places of interment. Some stalked 
slowly on, absorbed in profound reverie; some, shrieking with agony, 
ran furiously about, like tigers wounded with poisoned arrows ; whilst 
others, grinding their teeth in rage, foamed along, more frantic than 
the wildest maniac. They all avoided each other, and, though sur
rounded by a multitude that no one could number, each wandered a t 
random, unheedful of the rest, as if alone on a desert which no foot had 
trodden.”

Pre-Adamite Kings are represented as very miserable in another and 
very gloomy hall, “each holding his right hand motionless on his heart;” 
and Solomon, more exalted and more unhappy still, “ laboured with 
profound sighs, and like his companions, kept his right hand on his 
heart; yet his countenance was more composed, and he seemed to be 
listening to the sullen roar of a vast cataract, visible in part through 
the grated portals. This wras the only sound that intruded on the 
silence of these doleful mansions.” Solomon, addressing the new and, 
so far, unpunished visitors, recounts his pride and the guilt of his reign, 
and concludes—■“ However, I  do not remain, like the other inhabitants, 
totally destitute of hope, for an angel of light hath revealec that, in 
consideration of the piety of my early youth, my woes shall come to an 
end when this cataract shall for ever cease to flow. Till then I  am in 
torments, ineffable torments ! An unrelenting fire preys on my heart.” 
Having uttered this exclamation, Solomon raised his hands towards 
heaven, in token of supplication, and the Caliph discerned through his 
bosom, which was transparent as crystal,” his heart enveloped in 
flames.”

Vathek and Nouronihar “ went wandering on from chamber to 
chamber, hall to hall, and gallery to gallery, all without bounds or limit, 
all distinguishable by the same lowering gloom, all adorned with the 
same awful grandeur, all traversed by persons in search of repose and 
consolation, but who sought them in vain; for every one carried within 
him a heart tormented in flames.”
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The time approached when the wicked Princess Carathis, mother of 
the Caliph Yathek himself, and his beloved Nouronihar, and others 
whose criminal lives had placed them in the power of Eblis, 
were to receive their doom. “ A voice, proceeding from the abyss 
of Death, proclaimed 1 All is accomplished! ’ Instantaneously 
the haughty forehead of the intrepid princess corrugated with 
agony; she uttered a tremendous yell, and fixed, no more to be with
drawn, her right hand upon her heart, which was become a receptacle
of eternal fire.....................A t almost the same instant, the same voice
announced to the Caliph, Nouronihar, the five princes, and the princess, 
the awful and irrevocable decree. Their hearts immediately took fire, and 
they at once lost the most precious of the gifts of Heaven—Hope. These 
unhappy beings recoiled with looks of the most furious distraction; 
Yathek beheld in the eyes of Nouronihar nothing but rage and ven
geance, nor could she discern aught in his but aversion and despair. 
The two princes, who were friends, and till that moment had preserved 
their attachment, shrank back, gnashing their teeth with mutual and 
unchangeable hatred. Kalilah and his sister made reciprocal gestures 
of imprecation, whilst the two other princes testified their horror for 
each other by the most ghastly convulsions, and screams that could not 
be smothered. All severally plunged themselves into the accursed 
multitude, there to wander in an eternity of unabating anguish.”

One would say that this conception of spending an eternity in a 
Devil’s palace, with one’s heart in flames, was one of the most original 
and appalling fancies of after-life torment ever conceived. But was 
Beckford original in this overwhelming idea ? There is room for doubt.

In  that treasury of occult lore and legends, Mrs. Crowe’s “ Night 
Side of nature,” a story is given which is stated to bo “ not a fiction, 
but the relation of an undoubted and well attested fact.” I t  is to the 
effect that some ninety years before the publication of the book “ there 
flourished in Glasgow a club of young men, which from the extreme 
profligacy of its members and the licentiousness of their orgies was 
commonly called the Hell Club.” One of its members, Mr. Archibald 
B., after returning from the annual festival of this club, dreamt that 
he was taken to hell, “ but instead of the cries and groans and 
lamentings the terrified traveller expected, nothing met his ear but sounds 
of mirth, music, and jollity ; and he found himself a t the entrance of 
a superb building, far exceeding any that he had seen constructed by 
human hands. Within, too, what a scene ! no amusement, employment, 
or pursuit of man on earth, but was here being carried on with a
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vehemence that excited his unutterable amazement. He soon perceived 
that he was amongst old acquaintances whom he knewto be dead, and each, 
he observed was pursuing the object, whatever it was, that had formerly 
engrossed him. Finding himself relieved of the presence of his 
unwelcome conductor, he ventured to address his former friend, Mrs. 
D., whom he saw sitting, as had been her wont on earth, absorbed at 
loo, requesting her to rest from the game, and introduce him to the 
pleasures of the place, which appeared to him to be very unlike what 
he had expected, and indeed an extremely agreeable one. But, with a 
cry of agony, she answered that there was no rest in hell, that they 
must ever toil on at those very pleasures, and innumerable voices 
echoed through the interminable vaults, “ There is no rest in Hell ! ” 
whilst throwing open their vests, each disclosed in his bosom an ever 
burning flame. These, they said, were the pleasures of H 11; their 
choice on earth was now their inevitable doom. In the midst of the 
horror this scene excited his conductor returned, and at his earnest 
entreaty, restored him again to earth, but as he quitted him he said, 
‘ Remember ! in a year and a day we meet again.’

Mr. B. was so impressed by this dream that he resolved to reform, 
but he was laughed out of his good resolutions by his old companions ; 
he lived a worse life, if possible, than before, and in a year anc I a day, 
returning from another saturnalia, he was thrown from his horse and 
killed. Having concluded the narrative, Mrs. Crowe adds—“ Now, 
as I  have said in introducing this story, it is no fiction, the circumstance 
happened as here related. An account of it was published at t he time, 
but the copies were bought up by the family. Two or three, however, 
were preserved, and the narrative has been re-printed.”

Mrs. Crowe makes the statement with confidence, but does not say 
that she had seen one of these printed copies herself. If she i i correct 
with regard to the printing of the dream, Beckford may have seen the 
narrative, and in that case he would lose credit for invention, though it 
must be admitted that he has added dramatic as well as literary power 
to his original. If, when writing “ Vathek,” he had no knowledge of 
the Glasgow story, the coincidence is a very striking one. Mrs. Crowe 
lived chiefly in Edinburgh, and this fact strengthens her credi bility in 
regard to a matter connected with Scotland. In the Northern Athens 
she appears to have been a person of some distinction. Emerson, in 
his “ English Traits,” says :—“ A t Edinburgh, through the kin Iness of 
Dr. Samuel Brown, I  made the acquaintance of De Quincey, of Lord 
Jeffrey, of Wilson, of Mrs. Crowe, of the Messrs. Chambers, and of a
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man of high character and genius, the short-lived painter, David Scott.” 
As “ The Night Side of N ature” was published in 1848, the date of the 
alleged dream and its publication would be about 1758.

- ^ = 1^ 1^ ^ -

Original Fiction.
The Real Men of Mars.

A n  O c c u l t  S to r y  F o u n d e d  on  F a c t ,
B y J . H a rry  B u n n .

(C o n t in u e d  F rom  L a st  M o n t h .)

“ /V \E R Y  good ; now we’ll see who is master of the situation, you or I.
'O '  If you are master you will stand where you are; and if I  am master 

you will come to me at this end of the study. For I  am going to magn
etically draw you to me here as I  magnetically drew you from your earth. 
Are you ready 1 Now stand firm and keep where you are—if you can.”

With the dogged determination natural to my race, I  resolved that 
naught should move me from my position in the centre of that Martian’s 
study. So I  planted my feet wide apart and stood as firm as a rock ; 
for I  had not competed in the German Army’s tug-of-war for nothing, and 
knew the best way in which to offer the greatest resistance. So I  took up 
this position and inwardly smiled^thinking it was now my turn—for 
I  firmly believed nothing could move me. (I must here state that I  
was then entirely ignorant of the power of a mesmerist over a sensitive 
subject.)

He leaned forward, and looking me straight in the eyes, suddenly 
darted out his hands as if he were going to grip me (although that was 
impossible from such a distance) and then, having apparently gripped 
something, for he had half-closed his hands, he drew them slowly to
wards him. As he did so I  felt myself unwillingly leaning forward : 
I  planted my feet still more firmly and set my teeth. But what is this 1 
Why I  have no more hold on the floor than if I  were standing on ice, 
and had a strong rope around my body pulled by a dozen men ! In  vain 
I  endeavoured to hold my position, but all to no purpose, for the power 
was simply irresistable, and I  soon found myself at the far end of the 
study and in contact with, what I  must now own to be, my master.

“ I  trust you are satisfied,” he gently said. “ Now as I  am solely 
responsible for your safety, I  think there is not a moment to lose.
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I  have noticed that the vitality of the life-cord is fast ebbing, so you 
must return to your sleeping physical body at once, or you will find a 
corpse at the other end, and have no instrument with which to continue 
your earth experience, and will be, what the unenlightened people of 
your world call—dead.”

“ So good-bye, but before you go I  must tell you than an experience 
such as this does not come to many people, for there are very few suit
able subjects, and although this is your first visit it may probably be 
your last visit. Long astral journeys are very rare, and you may not 
take another during your temporary sojourn on your native 
earth. The reason being that the subject cannot take many long jour
neys without being in danger of quitting the physical form altogether, 
and I  decline the responsibility of bringing you here again. Now you 
cannot come unless you are drawn, or have a mesmerist on your own 
earth strong enough to send you, (which, considering your darkened 
state I  think unlikely), so this will most probably bo the last you will see 
of us, so good-bye once more, and whenever you see the red star gleam
ing in your sky, think kindly of the Martian mystic to whom } ou were 
indebted for your visit to that world.”

His bright sparkling eyes were shining on me with kindly benevolence 
as he gently raised his hands, with the palms towards me and the fingers 
pointing upwards, and then made a quick, pushing motion (using the 
repelling pass), and I  at once felt myself floating away, away int o space. 
Before I  could scarcely realise that I was indeed leaving the planet, thecity 
looked a blurred mass in the distance. Onward I  floated, feeling as 
safe as if on solid ground, but presently the bright sunlight disappeared 
and all was total darkness : I  was in the shadow of a satellite. On
ward still and out into the sunlight once more, and looking bad I  had 
a grand bird’s-eye view of the planet entirely unimpeded on account of 
the scarcity of clouds. Then it gradually decreased in size until it 
looked about as large as the city of Berlin when viewed from a balloon, 
and now it was fast fading away in the sunlight. Presently it dis
appeared entirely so I  turned towards the earth and noticed an enormous 
black mist apparently approaching with tremendous rapidity. In this 
I  was soon enveloped and the stars shone out suddenly. Looking back 
once more I  saw Mars was again visible and brightly shining, 
but now quite small : I  was in the shadow of the earth,

I  still rushed onward—how black the earth looked! I  saw little, 
twinkling lights : it was the metropolis of Germany. In a few seconds 
I  was drawn within my study, and there on the couch, apparently dead,
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was my earthly body; and over it with pale and anxious faces stood 
two of my dearest friends : one an old collegue, and the other a progressive 
physician. I  was irresistibly drawn forward, and in a moment all was 
oblivion.

*  *  *  *  - *  *  *

“ Well I  think he looks as lifeless as ever ! ” exclaimed a voice by 
which I  recognised my old friend and co-worker, Krauze.

“ Yes, you may think so,” answered another voice, the voice of 
Doctor Shrutz with whom T had but recently become acquainted; “ but 
I  can assure you the evidence of the pulsimeter shows that he will soon 
regain consciousness.”

“ But how can you account, Shrutz, for him being in this death-like 
condition 1 ” asked Krauze.

“ I  have only one theory,” replied the practioner, “ and that is that he 
has left the physical form and gone on a psychical journey. On record 
there are hundreds of cases quite similar to this, and these have been 
vouched for by eminent men of science, so I  judge my theory will prove 
correct—but we shall see.

“ You will notice,” he continue I, “ that although the body is stiff and 
cold, the exact centre of the top of the head has warmth which is even 
perceptible to our dull physical senses, and this warmth has increased to a 
great extent during this last ten minutes. There is only one logical infer
ence to be drawn from this fact, and from the fact that the instrument 
shows the pulse is increasing in power.”

“ I  only hope there is truth in your deduction ” answered Krauze, 
turning towards me just as I  opened my eyes, and starting back in 
astonishment as he cried : “ Look ! you are right, he was not dead, he 
has awakened ! ”

Doctor Shrutz immediately turned round, and noticing that I  was 
conscious, gave me a refreshing draught. This revived me immensely. 
Whereupon I  arose from the couch and asked how long I  had been in 
the condition of torpidity.

“ Just four hours,” he answered. “ Krauze and I  called on you soon 
after sun-set, and coming up here we found you sitting at your glass, 
apparently taking an observation. We spoke to you, but receiving no 
answer (which we thought strange) approached closer, and found, to our 
horror, that you were stiff and cold. Wo carried you to this couch and 
tried to revive you, but all our efforts were fruitless, and had it not 
been for the record of the pulsimeter and the small amount of occult 
knowledge I  possess, I  should certainly have given you up as dead. As
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it was I  judged you were simply in a dead trance and spirit-travelling; 
if I  were right respecting the latter then you have some interesting 
news for us. To what part of the empire have you been 1 ”

“ Yes,” I  answered, “ I  have some interesting news ; yet I have not 
been to any part of the empire. I  feel far from strong, and utterly 
unable to give a clear account of my most unique experience; but if you 
will both favour me with a call to-morrow evening you shall not be 
disappointed.”

I  accompanied my two friends to the hall door, where, bidding me 
“ good-night” they disappeared in the darkness.

T h e  E n d .

—------:o:---------

What other Editors are Saying.
[B y T h em se lv es].

Danger Ahead.
As the time for opening the meetings of local societies for the coming 

season approaches, it behooves all true Spiritualists to take an account 
of stock in order that they may possess themselves of the facts with 
regard to the status of their organizations, socially, intellectually and 
financially. That there is trouble ahead for many of the societies no 
well-informed Spiritualist will presume to deny. The cause of the 
present crisis in local work is apparent to every careful stu< lent who 
will but examine the history of our movement. There may be several 
causes for the existing conditions, but the one of the greatest influence 
is very easily determined. I t  lies wholly in the thought that Spiritual
ism was vouchsafed to mankind for amusement rather than for instruc
tion. The false idea was seized upon that the greater the show, the 
larger and more enthusiastic would be the crowd in attendance. This 
put a premium upon the marvellous, and relegated the spiritual and 
ethical elements of Spiritualism far to the rear. We are face to face 
with conditions, not theories, and those conditions must be met by the 
Spiritualists themselves. In the early days of Spiritualism, thousands 
of people thronged the halls in which spiritualistic lectures w «  held. 
Those thousands were held in closest attention by the eloquence and 
erudition of the speakers, and marveled greatly at the logical order of 
their thought. So great was the value of the spiritual, intellect ual, and 
ethical or religious instruction given, the people desired no other
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phenomena, and declined to permit that which belonged to the home 
circle and private seance to be exploited from the platform. When the 
place of the former was actually usurped by the latter, local spiritualist 
societies began to disintegrate, and the result is the present chaotic con
dition of our cause locally in many sections of the land. To this must 
be added the introduction of the itinerant system, whereby the speakers 
were changed every week or every month. I t  is too much to expect 
that a society will grow in numbers and financial strength when a 
highly gifted inspirational or trance speaker is followed by a person who 
can neither read nor write, whose ability lies solely in the direction of 
presenting a few simple phenomena in the way of entertainment. In 
1851, and for twenty years afterwards, the educational phases of Spirit
ualism were presented to the public; when these were supplanted by 
the amusement features, and lack of proper talent, the cultured, spirit
ual, progressive people withdrew from the meetings.

There is danger ahead, and the sooner the Spiritualists of America 
awaken to that fact the better will it be for our cause as a whole. 
Local societies are everywhere complaining of hard times and inability 
to meet their expenses. The most capable speakers upon the platform 
are now being asked—nay, even commanded—to speak twice per Sunday 
for the sum of five dollars and expenses. The first cut in expenses is 
made in the salaries of the speakers, yet the financial stringency is by 
no means removed. The speaker, if he or she has a family, cannot pay 
actual living expenses at a salary of five dollars per week for forty weeks 
of the year. The camps do not afford in twelve weeks an income suffi
cient to make up what a speaker really needs to live upon. As the 
natural result of this condition many of our ablest men and women have 
turned to secular pursuits in order to earn a living, and there is danger 
that others may follow their example. I t  is argued that the Spiritual
ists as a class are poor in purse, hence not able to give anything to the 
support of their religion. This may he true of some of them, but it is 
not true of even the majority. The progressive spiritualist, the spiritual 
spiritualist, is found in attendance upon some liberal church or Meta
physical or Theosophical society, to which he contributes liberally.

Can he and his friende be blamed for this course when spir itualist 
societies fail to give the spiritual pabulum for which they are seeking ?— 
The Banner of Light.

To Spiritualists’ Parents.
What the Sunday schools are to the orthodox churches, the Lyceum 

should be, and may be made to be, to Spiritualist societies. They may
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be made successful recruiting stations and training schools to i nduct the 
young into the knowledge of the facts and the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By proper instruction along the lines marked out and exemplified in 
Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide, which is full and comprehensive in its elucida
tions and instructions to teachers, the children may be thoroughly im
bued with Spiritualism as other children are imbued with orthodox 
notions and beliefs in the Sunday school. And the work may be as 
lasting and permanent along spiritualistic lines, as in the other, and 
even more so, as being more consonant with mature reason and judg
ment.

As the facts and philosophy of Spiritualism are more reasonable and 
more in concord with enlightened common-sense and ethical principles, 
more in harmonious accord with pure and natural human affection and 
love—so will instruction in these things that distinguish Spiritualism 
from orthodox teachings and beliefs, be more lasting, more fixed and 
permanent in the mentality of those blessed with lyceum privileges and 
training. Not many children trained in spiritualistic thought in the 
progressive lyceum will ever become perverts to the horrible, unnatural 
dogmas of orthodoxy.

Herein lies the scope of the work of the progressive lyceum—to in
culcate the spirit of our philosophy in its purity and beneficent potency, 
thus molding the minds of the young and fixing in them the pure saving 
ideals that shall fit them for pure and noble lives here and i n the here
after. Are not these things sufficient reason for Spiritualists to awake 
and work !— The Progressive Thinker.

Sound Words.
We will not be party to untruthfulness or flattery where we know i t ; 

neither will we lend ourseives as tools for the purpose of petty spite. 
Our course always has been and always will be to speak truthfully, and 
to allow a fair field and no favor.

If a report of failure reaches us, well authenticated, we deem the 
public has as much right to know of it as if the effort had been a con
spicuous success, and we sincerely believe that this course w 11 commend 
itself to our readers.

Nothing can be gained by reporting an address which has entailed an 
effort upon the part of the listeners as “ a magnificent oration,” and no 
matter how good the intention on the part of the reporter, it is a mis
leading statement, and ought never to find its way into print.

We can understand a sympathetic soul doing his very best for a
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speaker in order that the latter may get engagements; but we would 
respectfully submit that no man has a right to do this, seeing it is an 
injustice to our readers and is misleading to societies.

Let us have reports, then, if you will; let us have them as full of 
enthusiasm and as replete with praise of the speaker as possible ; but 
above all and through all let us, for the sake of ourselves and of 
others, have our reports free from flattery and transparently truthful.— 
The Two Worlds.

Praise.
We offer our respectful congratulations to “ The Church Times.” 

Its article on “ Spiritualism,” on July 6th, is almost perfect in tone. 
For gravity, fairness, knowledge and good taste, we hardly remember 
anything better, if as good, from what, we hope without offense, we 
may call an outsider, though, before long, their will be no real outsiders. 
Our case is becoming too well known, and inquiry is becoming too 
serious for that.

The article, indeed, commences with the statement that we are 
mistaken as to the physical and psychical truth on which we rely, but, 
in the end, that vanishes and we get all we want. In fact, almost the 
next sentence after this statement begins with what we regard as a full 
admission of the facts upon which we rely. Referring to the reports 
of spiritualist experiences, “ The Church Times ” says :

We, however, have no wish to impugn the bona fides of the narrators, 
we are prepared to believe that tables do spell out names and messages, 
that articles of furniture really move in obedience to a ‘ control,’ that 
entranced mediums speak and write of things which could not have 
reached their minds by the ordinary recognised channels of knowledge, 
and that forms are seen and voices heard by certain members of the 
‘circle.’ Whether these things are so or not is purely a matter of 
evidence, it is utterly unscientific to say they cannot happen, and as 
clearly against the truth of Holy Writ, to affirm their non-occurence in 
the course of human history. Those who doubt the facts are at liberty 
to suspend judgment, but that is all, if they wish to speak with cer
tainty let them investigate, otherwise they have no claim to be heard 
for or against the alleged facts.”—Light.

Progress in the Churches.
Speaking at the State Convention of the Ohio Christian Endeavourers 

during the last week of June, Morgan Wood, who recently left Toronto 
for Cleveland, made an address which indicates that through the young
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people’s movements in the churches there is working a more radical 
leaven than many non-church-going reformers are aware of. In the 
course of a brilliant half-hour’s speech Mr. Wood took the ground that 
this was not the age of doubt, but the age of investigation. I t  is the 
age when one will not accept opinions and judgments ready made. He 
must stand by his own conscience. If he can not still retain his admira
tion for time-honoured customs he is not necessarily a doubter, but 
instead he is a seeker after truth, that blessed attribute which is greater 
than Christ himself. Truth is not truth because Jesus spoke it, but 
Jesus spoke it because it was the truth Christ himself did not make 
truth, he embodied it. No man has an absolute patent right on the 
perfect standard of right. Men don’t make truth, but truth makes 
men. Tire average man does not believe that you and I believe what 
we say we believe. We must break down this barrier between us, and 
how shall we do i t i  We must not believe too much. Wha t you think, 
that you are. Action is only thought in concrete form. The love of 
the good and the love of the beautiful go hand in hand. Do your own 
thinking. Truth, not men, is what you want. Good can l>e found in 
all things if you seek for it. In everything you will find the germ 
which God plants within us. Nourish it, water it with all the great 
thought of the day, and thus educate your conscience to a point where 
you may judge for yourself. Keep the windows of your soul open for 
the east and west, and the north and south wind. Each one will refresh 
you.— The Lamp.

Premature Burial.
Tiie instances of people being nearly or quite buried alive which 

occur so frequently do not all find thier way into print, but the follow
ing is going the rounds of India : “ A Poona paper says that a Moham
medan woman was nearly buried alive the other day. She had been 
ailing from fever, and, as she had all the appearance of being dead, her 
relatives and friends made arrangements for her burial. After the 
usual ceremony in the house, the body was removed on a charpoy to 
the burial-ground. Just as the supposed corpse was about to be put 
into the grave, the woman, to the astonishment and consternation of 
those present, got up and sat upon the charpoy. She had evidently 
been in a trance, and only awoke in the nick of time. She wanted to 
know why she had been brought there, and one of the burial, to prevent 
her taking' serious fright, said she had been brought to the burial-ground 
that prayer might be offered for her recovery. The explanation offered 
satisfied the woman, and she was at once taken home.”— The Theosophist.
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Modern Mysteries.
Haunted Houses.

S tr a n g e  S t o r ie s  of L ondon  G h o sts .

N o t e .—The following article is taken from the Loudon “ Daily Chronicle ” of August 
25th, in the present year, aud while some items may be familiar to onr reader”, no 
doubt a large number will find something new and interesting in the narrative. 
That an article of such length, on such a subject, should appear in one of the great 
London Dailies is a significant note as to the trend of public iuterest iu subjects 
that Spiritualists, Theosophiots and others may be presumed to be tolerably well 
acquainted with, while it is also a further evidence of the liberality on the 
journal we quote from— Editor, S.R.

jf 'iiE  extraordinary interest that has been excited in the supposed 
appearance of a ghost a t a window in Edith-villas, West Kensing

ton, recalls similar though not quite so sensational stories of “ haunted ” 
houses in the metropolis. Some of these ghostly traditions have been 
spoiled by subsequent discoveries or explanations, others remain in 
the annals of the unsolved problems of believers in the supernatural. 
Whether spectres representing the departed, or forecasting tragedies to 
come are or are not within the range of possibility is a matter of opinion. 
In  these days of enlightenment, it is deemed by many as sceptical to 
say that no man ever saw a ghost as to declare that a particular ghost 
has been seen in a particular place at a particular time.

Scotland is admittedly the privileged locale of the “ haunted house,” 
but London has its legends and its staunch believers in the so-to-speak 
structural supernatural, its broken-windowed deserted villas detached 
and semi-detached, and more pretentious residences said to be or have 
been unoccupied for years or generations on account of apparitions 
which, however, lacking direct evidence of their existence, past or 
present, have sufficed to scare even the most economically disposed 
house hunters. Whether such things are or not impossible, it is in
teresting to recall traditions which in some cases hold their own, and 
in others have been dispelled by the disillusionment of matter of fact 
solutions. The subject can be treated without prejudice.

A West London Ghost of 1804.
That infinitely elastic area which the speculative builder for respect

ability’s sake calls “ West Kensington,” including Edith-villas now the 
resort of thousands of ghost hunters, has yet another ghost story. In
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1804 the inhabitants of Hammersmith were perturbed by stories of a 
tall, thin figure in white, which frequented a certain spot near the old 
church-yard. Wayfarers on foot, by carriage or wagon avoided the 
spot for many weeks, making inconvenient detours rather than face the 
spectre. I t  had been seen not by one but by several. One day a *
young man, bolder than his fellows, armed himself with a shot-gun and 
waited all night for what, he was convinced, was merely a practical 
joker. A t four a.m. he heard footsteps approaching, then he saw a 
white figure advancing, then he raised his gun and fired—and killed an 0
honest labourer clad in a white jacket, on his way to work. The 
gunner was tried for murder and acquited, and so far as can be ascer
tained never solved the mystery.

Kensington Haunted Houses.
Coming further west we can find traditions in I Lolland House, which 

was built in the seventeenth century. Here in one particular room 
more than one inhabitant of the building of more than one generation 
is said to have confronted the ghost of the first Lord Holland proudly 
perambulating the chamber bearing his own head—not on a charger, 
but in his own right hand. And no solution of the mystery has ever 
been attempted—any more than that of another connected with the 
same habitation. Lady Diana Rich is believed to have one evening, 
when she was taking the air in the garden of Holland House, seen a 
complete attired apparition of herself “ as in a looking-glass,” just a 
month before she died of small-pox.

This particular district of London is peculiarly prolific of ghostly tradi
tion. In 1868 Kensingtonians through local gossip, and Londoners in 
general through the newspapers, were thrilled by a haunted-house story.
Not a quarter of a mile from Holland House, and a few yards from the 
high road, an elderly lady lived in a small house with a middle-aged 
daughter and a young servant. Regularly every Friday night they 
were annoyed by a rat-tat-tat on their street door when no one was to 
be seen outside. The two ladies became so alarmed, and in consequence 
so upset in health, that some male relatives set to work to solve the 9
mystery. On a certain Friday night they posted a policeman outside 
the house and themselves in the entrance hall. The rat-tat came as 
usual; they rushed to the door and found no one near but the police
man, who had heard and seen nothing. Other traps were laid, but all 
in vain. But one day the servant confessed that she had been the 
perpetrator of a practical joke, and had on each occasion escaped down 
the steps into the kitchen door.
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Bus Drivers’ Legends.
Crossing Kensington-gardens to the Bays water-road, some readers of 

the “ Chronicle ” may recall a great square house which stood in a 
garden, unoccupied for many years, just opposite the entrance to Ken
sington Palace-gardens, on the site now occupied by some high-rented 
modern “ mansions.” Its neglected appearance—the large garden run 
wild, the discoloured brass door plate, on which only the initiated could 
decipher the words “ Dr. Davidson,” and the dirty windows—suggested 
some mysterious story, and many stories of ghosts were told by the 
drivers of passing busses. As a matter of fact, on the death of Dr. 
Davidson, a well-known West-end medical practitioner of the fifties, the 
property became involved in Chancery proceedings, and in those days 
the Chancery system was not so paternal in the interests of a rising 
generation as it is now. Driving towards the Marble Arch on a bus 
three or four years ago one might have heard the driver tell weird tales 
about a strange-looking glass structure on the roof of one of the houses 
of Hyde Park-gardens, the backs of which face the Park. For many 
years there was a tradition that this structure contained the coffin of a 
deceased person, whose widow (sometimes widower) desired that it should 
be as near heaven as possible. The narrators innocently left the 
the Burial Laws out of the question. Inquiries in the neighbourhood 
have elicited the information that the little glass house was merely an 
upward extension of an attic, and was erected in order to afford a good 
view of the Crystal Palace and the Surrey Hills, weather permitting.

Hard by Hyde Park-gardens, the tenantof a house in Gloucester-terrace 
of Oriental nationality, murdered his wife about half a century ago. 
The murder was committed in a “ fairy grotto,” which he had erected 
on some expansive “ leads ” at the back of the house. For some time 
the house could not be let, in consequence, it was said, of the lady’s 
ghost haunting every room. A doctor in the neighbourhood bought 
the lease and demolished the grotto. House agents invited their clients 
who thought that No.——was the scene of the murder to satisfy them 
selves by looking for the grotto that they were mistaken. The house 
was let at market value, and the “ ghost” has never been heard of 
since.

A Haunted Mansion.
The haunted house in Belgrave-square is almost forgotten, although 

not very long since many a cab driver was told to take a circuitous 
route in order that a country cousin might be shown the mysterious 
mansion. There are various versions as to the origin of the haunting.
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Some insist that it is the house in which the son of Sir John Barnard, 
Alderman and M.P. for London, and a conspicious figui1' of Lord 
Chatham’s and Sir Horace Wadpole’s time, expired four days after he 
dreamt that he should die in the course of a week. So certain was he 
that death was imminent that he—his penurious habits were proverbial 
—refused to give his housekeeper the usual payment in advance for his 
week’s morning chocolate. However this may be, the property, which 
in ordinary circumstances was worth about £ 1,000 a year, was for a 
long time tenantless. Then, says local history, a young couple, anxious 
to keep up appearances on a veiy small income, regardless of super
stition, took the house at a nominal rent, the short tenancy expiring 
with the sudden death of the husband in his drawing-room. A religious 
sisterhood taking advantage of the situation, secured the premises, also 
at a nominal rent. There is no trace of these good ladies having seen 
or heard anything in the way of a ghost, and when their tenancy expired 
in the ordinary course the house, purged of its gruesome associations, 
was taken by a gentleman in whose hands it recovered its original good 
name, and probably trebled its value.

The above are the particulars, so far as they can now be ascertained, of 
a few of the well-known London ghost stories. There are, 
doubtless, many others of equally if not more thrilling interest.

THE WORLD GOES BY.

A year, a month, a week, or a day,
Friends for a lifetime, love is for aye,
And what is the use of life without you !
And, oh ! for the friendship fast and true !
But a touch of the hand, a smile, a sigh,
And the world goes by—the world goes by.
A year, a month, a week, or a life,
Fulness of sunshine, little of strife,
And friendship passes, but love is here !
And oh ! love is close, and sure, and dear !
But a touch of the hand, a smile, a sigh,
And the world goes by—the world goes by.

E. F a n sh a w e  H o l d e n .
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Our Monthly Miscellany.
Theosophy in the United States.

3n  a recent issue of our Canadian contemporary, The Lamp, the Editor, 
gives some interesting information concerning the present status 

of Theosophy in the United States. Of course no movement can be 
adequately judged, as to its importance, by the mere tests of numbers 
alone, but to the outsider the figures contained in the following extract 
do not indicate that, numerically at least, the American Theosophits are 
making much headway. This is what the Editor writes :

The Annual Report of the American Section T.S. has been published 
and is more than usually interesting. Of the four leading Theosophical 
bodies in America this is the only report issued, which probably indicates 
that the others are too weak to make any showing. The General 
Secretary admits his disappointment at the comparative stagnation of 
the Society, 1286 members appearing on the roll, against 1248 last year. 
Nor does he “ perceive the exact reason.” Hundreds of us who wish 
to be in the T.S. could tell him. A writer in the Theosophical Forum 
for June says-: '' The only question is, who are ready to unite ? Who 
will help to form a more perfect union ? on a basis so broad as to open 
wide the door for. every sincere student of the Secret Doctrine, for every 
believer in Theosophy in the world, with tolerance for every one and 
everything but intolerance, and with blind loyalty to nothing but the 
simple Truth, each for himself as lie sees it. For such a more perfect 
union I, for one, am ready Now.” As soon as Mr. Fullerton feels that 
he can endorse this position there will be an end of stagnation. As it is, 
the work is really suffering. Only six Branches on the roll date earlier 
than 1894. Only four have Madam Blavatsky’s signature on their char
ters, and I am still rather proud of having my name on one of these. 
The convention in Chicago was not exciting but there was much of 
genuine interest. Greetings were received from the European and the 
Dutch Sections. Col. Olcott’s tour was discussed. He will arrive in 
Boston early next year, and cover the Continent during the spring and 
summer. Mr. Leadbeater is also expected for a three months’ tour 
during the present year. The General Secretary thinks that “ if an 
advanced Being, far higher than any mere member of the T. S., had 
desired to confer at this particular time a very special impetus to T. S. 
interests, he could hardly, one would say, have suggested a more effective 
step than this tour by Col. Olcott—and, indeed, it is conceivable that 
such may have been its genesis.” Mr. Fullerton also records himself as 
recognizing the present as the last year of the century. In the National 
Committee’s Report, Bible Class work is referred to, and believing “ that
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the interpretation of the Christian Scriptures offers a field of work that 
would bring large returns,” the members hope to hear from those who 
have undertaken such study. With 1,286 members in the T. S-, about 
600 in the T. S. in A., and perhaps 800 more between the U. B and the 
Temple, it may be estimated that with the independent Societies there 
are somewhere in the neighbourhood of 3,000 people working along 
more or less Theosophical lines in America.

Another Plea for Union.
The following sensible suggestions, by Mr. W. J. Colville, recently 

appeared in the columns of The Light of Truth, and liberal minded #
Spiritualists will find in them much with which they are in accord.

The one-sided and narrow-minded Spiritualist is apt to attribute to excar- 
nated human intelligences many manifestations of occult force which may be 
adequately accounted for on the basis of the sub-self of a sens tive dis
playing more ability than is exhibited in the ordinary waking condition 
of the same individual, and as it can never be rational to endeavour to 
account for every psychic phenomenon in one way only, it is just as 
necessary to protest against an ignorant Spiritualistic form of credulity as 
against the foolish and utterly irrational conclusions reached by the 
advocates of Hudson’s “ Two Minds” theory carried to an absurd 
extreme.

If it be granted that every human individual is here and now a spirit
ual entity possessed of all those powers which in a progressive life here
after will be increasingly unfolded, it assuredly follows that the claims of 
occulists, telepathists, mental telegraphists, mental healers and all others 
who acknowledge and exhibit more of psychic ability than the ordinary 
run of humanity, are making no claim whatever that is averse to the in
terests of rational Spiritualism, and unreasonable Spiritualism is no more 
to be desired than anything else irrational. The time has now fully 
come for the better informed among professed Spiritualists to stand no 
longer aloof from the several bodies of truth seekers with whom they 
can properly affinitize.

The reasonableness of the main propositions of Spirituali sm is not •
open to dispute, and this is freely admitted by many who are far from 
convinced that the evidences of Spiritualism are thoroughly conclusive.
From a purely philosophic standpoint, that system of teaching which 
solves the greatest number of pressing problems must be the nearest 
true. ®

Amusing- now, but not then.
Under the heading of “ Interesting Confessions,” Dr. J. M. Peebles 

prints in his lively paper, The Temple of Health, some incidents of his 
early work in our cause, which were anything but amusing a the time 
of their occurence, though he can smile at them now. We have only 
space enough to quote two samples, but they will each be read with an 
amused interest.
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After my Sunday lecture at Briggs Park, Mr. E. E. Dectrich, formerly 
of Saugatuck, Michigan, now of Grand Rapids, came to me and said,
“ Doctor, I want to make a confession to you.” Laughingly, I remarked 
“ l a m  no Roman Catholic priest.” “ No matter,” he replied, “ the 
circumstance rests upon my conscience. Do you remember lecturing 
upon Spiritualism in Saugatuck, over thirty years ago in a hall, and was 
threatened of being egged out of town ? ”

“ Certainly, I remember it well. There was with me a young medium, 
who healed the sick and gave spirit messages.”

“ Well—-Doctor, I was one of that mob (a Methodist), and we were 
infuriated at your attack upon the creeds and the doctrines of the 
church. The medium we felt sure was a fraud, and you endorsed him ; 
we had prepared our tainted eggs, but the fear of the spirits that you 
had described, and the law, prevented the mobs anticipated work ; and 
I have wanted to see you for years to make this full confession. I am 
a Spiritualist now.”

And this calls to rememberance my lecturing some 50 years ago in 
Oswego, N. Y., where I had formerly preached Accompanying me 
was Charles E. Dunn, a superb medium just up from a run of the typhoid 
fever, pale and delicate. Mrs. Taylor, one of my old parishioners 
declared the next day that “ Peebles could not fool her—the pretended 
young man with him that read the poem on the platform and gave the 
messages was a woman dressed in man’s clothes.” It annoyed me then ; 
I should laugh at it now. But when the said C. E. Dunn in after years 
came to be Dr. Dunn, a fond father and later a grandfather with grand
children, she expressed great shame for her slanderous falsehood. In 
those early days of the movements the church considered all Spiritualists 
free-lovers or blasphemers.

The Future of Spiritualism.
The editor of The Banner of Light, dealing with the condition of the 

Amercian Local Spiritualist Societies, expresses many good and timely 
thoughts in a recent editorial. Much of what he writes is not without 
interest to Spiritualists in this country, as the following will show.

Our local societies to-day as a whole are weak numerically and finan
cially. Many of them report losses in membership during the past 
season, while few of them, if any, will open the coming season with 
money in the treasury. Unless a change is made, unless Spiritualists 
can be induced to support their own Cause, and not exclusively that of 
the churches, our local societies will surely pass out of existence. It 
might be well if some of them did go down, but we cannot feel it would 
be right or wise to have them do so. A forward step is the first thing 
necessary. This step is the work of every individual Spiritualist. 
Establish permanent work in each society, interest all thinking people in 
the meetings, and engage a speaker who will labor with his people to the 
same end. Get hold of the broad-minded Unitarians, Metaphysicians
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and Theosophists ; attract them by the talent upon the platf >rm, and 
numerical and financial strength will speedily come. Do not neglect 
the phenomena for those who need them; it is well to remember that 
others may require the helps upon which we ourselves were once so glad to 
lean. Therefore, we urge the recognition of phenomena, in the home- 
circle, and private seance, where their genuineness can be determined, 
and their revelations made clear.

What would be the result if our local Spiritualist societies of to-day 
do pass out of existence 1 Will Spiritualism be presented under another 
name, or will there come a new movement under other leaders ?

It is possible that a union will be formed by liberal Unitarians, Meta
physicians, Theosophists and Spiritualists, who will continue to investigate 
psychic problems and proclaim to the world the results of their experi
ments. If this is done, then the so-called “ higher Spiritualism,” of 
which much is said to-day, will continue to be expounded under some 
occult name, while the Spiritualism of our present local societies, will 
either degenerate to small public circles around some favourite medium, 
or become an obscure system of class work, through which a modicum 
of spirituality may be strained into the minds of a few individuals. We 
love the word Spiritualism too well to wish for any other term in its 
place. It is the one word in our vocabulary that has become sacred 
through its application to and expression of human thought for fifty-three 
years. We therefore want Spiritualism, pure and undefiled, as the 
name of our movement. We feel that conditions in local societies can 
be changed to meet the progressive thought of the age. We appeal to 
all Spiritualists in all sections of our land to rally round the standard of 
Spiritualism in the glorious work of reform that will rejuvenate and up
build our local societies everywhere. Who will aid us in our efforts as 
we go forth to do what we can in this direction ? Remember there is 
danger ahead, and that the time for action is n o w  !

-J= = r< »= = = ^

In ‘ The Coming Day ’ for August, the Editor prints the following 
kindly appreciation: ‘ T h e  S p ir it u a l  R e v ie w ’ is a new monthly, 
edited by Mr. J. J. Morse. Price fourpence. It is published on the 
15th of every month, at ‘The Progressive Literature Agency ’ Florence 
House, Osnaburgh Street, London. Mr. Morse evidently understands 
how to put together a varied and readable magazine ; but, from the 
specimen number received, we are disposed to think that more attention 
might well be given to fresh and original matter. And yet, perhaps, his 
readers may prefer a sort of Spiritual Review' of Reviews : and possibly 
there is room for a Monthly Museum of that kind. By the way, 
‘ Monthly Museum ’ is not a bad title.
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The Editor’s Drawer.
* September.

T h e  first letter I  took up on opening the drawer was one from Mr. 
Benjamin Jepson, of Sheffield, and I  owe him an apology for not reply
ing to his esteemed favour before this. My friend was good enough to 
send me the particulars of an attempt recently made in Sheffield to stir 
up prejudice against Spiritualism by a letter which appeared in a local 
paper, and to which my correspondent made a very suitable reply. 
Apparently the writer of the letter referred to thought he had a griev. 
ance against some Board School teacher who was a Spiritualist. 
Happily the attempt failed, and when the editor of the paper found he 
was stirring up an hornet’s nest he wisely, for his own sake, stopped the 
correspondence. As the matter has been dealt with in some of my con
temporaries, and the incident is now closed, there is no use in my 
utilizing the cuttings my correspondent sent me, though I  thank him 
sincerely for his prompt response to my request.

I  think Mr. W. H. Simpson, of Grahamstown, S.A., for his letter and 
its enclosure for publication, the latter he will find printed in this num
ber. See the Open Court section.

My notes of last month, re A Spiritualist Church, brought me many 
letters from various parts of the United Kingdom, and nearly all my 
correspondents agreed with what I  wrote on the subject. Some, indeed; 
regretted I  did not more vigorously oppose the idea ! If those who 

« wrote me thus will read the letter of Mr. Brookes in this issue, they
will see there that something can be wisely said in favour of the question 
under consideration.

These lines are being written at midnight, and in a few more hours 
® I  shall be speeding on to Scotland, for a mingling of work and pleasure

for the next ten days, so I  am sure my readers and friends will not 
object if the drawer is but short this month, for, being somewhat hard 
worked, I  am in need of a little rest before the summer leaves us entirely 
for this year. Though in closing, let me express my regret that in the 
hurry of issuing my previous number, several tiresome errors escaped 
the eyes of editor, and printer, alike.
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The Open Court.
M o t t o  : “  A u d i  A l t e r e m  P a r t e m .”

Concerning1 a Spiritualist Church.

To the Editor of the S p ir it u a l  R e v ie w .

Sir,—There would seem to be a notion in the air which is gradually 
taking shape and has found expression recently in the columns of a 
contemporary, that a Spnitualist Church should be established forth
with. Although there does not appear any likelihood of the suggestion 
being acted upon immediately, yet it might be as well just to call atten
tion to what would probably ensue if this scheme were carried out. 
The result would be that all capable and philosophical enquirers—all 
those who are intellectually honest and who desire to maintain an inde
pendent individuality intact—would at once sever their connection with 
the Spiritualistic body which would soon cease to be a living organisa
tion, gradually disintegrating into different sects, after the manner of 
churches generally. We do not desire to recruit our ranks from the 
church-going class ; it is better that such people should remain where 
they are, and endeavour to spiritualise their churches rather than seek 
to sacerdotalise Spiritualism—let them try to raise their ow n particular 
denomination, not strive to degrade Spiritualism to the status of a sect. 
We who have once shaken ourselves fiee from priestly tyranny and 
church governance, are not going to be lightly lured into ecclesiastical 
leading strings again. Spiritualism cannot be fairly regarded as a 
religion—to import the theological element into the subject is entirely 
unnecessary. Why should all be pledged to the fads of the few 1 Of 
those few, too, who are the least fitted for the guidance of a great move
ment, a movement fraught with most momentous issues. I t  would be 
disastrous to the cause if the hysterical visionaries, religt ms devotees, 
and irresponsible preachers, who are to be found in our midst, should 
ever be able to push themselves to the front, to gain control. Such 
a condition of affairs would be very much like sailing on an unknown 
sea, in a ship navigated by the crew and passengers, all the officers 
having been thrown overboard.—W. H. S im pso n ,

Grahamstown, South Africa.
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To the Editor of “ T h e  S p ir it u a l  R e v ie w .”
Sir,—In the August issue of the R e v ie w , under the heading “ From 

all Points,” you deal with the correspondence now taking place in Light, 
re “ The need of a Spiritual Church,” and in your very able and pointed 
remarks, you ask the questions, “ is it a Hunger of the Spirit ? ” or, is 
it to be “ described as an increase of Respectability to our Sunday 
gatherings?” or, “ does it signify the approach of a New Sectarianism 
forming out of Spiritualism?” Well may you ask those questions, for 
possibly there may be some in our ranks whose desire is only the making 
clean “ the outside of the cup and platter.” To my thinking, your 
first question practically answers the query. I t  is “ the soul’s hunger 
for food and fellowship,” you so nobly remark, that is the impetus of 
my part in the correspondence mentioned. The “ Iconoclastic Note,” 
so distinctly heard in the early days of our movement, (as in all move
ments of progress), was, no doubt, necessary, and perhaps is to day, to 
certain audiences typical of the various stages of spiritual growth among 
men. So, also, the denouncing of error in creeds, and the putting down, 
or breaking away from, the fetters of cruel doctrines. But, as you say, 
there is something “ more serious in the Church idea,” for Spiritualism 
has done a great work in the development of the mind of man, it has 
made great inroad in the education of the masses, has awakened the 
slumbering mind of orthodoxy, and lifted on to their feet those who 
were stumbling about amongst the sects, in their search for truth and 
light. Yes ! Spiritualism in filling its place in the great purpose of the 
Over Soul has brought us out of the house of bondage, into the broad 
fields of Brotherhood and Light. Thus, in the march of mind man 
naturally looks for that affinity of soul which is found very rarely in 
our societies; the modus operandi of their services being so cold and 
empty, and lacking in spiritual warmth and enjoyment, so that the 
Church Idea is, to my mind, serious, (without alarm), of intent. For 
we have in our movement, as far as my London experience goes, men of 
intelligence, who, having come from the churches in quest of truth, and 
having found it, seek for a fellowship of hearts, where, as in the days of 
yore, they could meet those who come together to build one another up, 
and where, as the poet sings :—•

“ The joy from out their hearts arise,
And speaks and sparkles in their eyes,
And vibrates on their tongues.”

W hat then is wanted is meetings here and there (apart from the ordin
ary propoganda meetings), where the spiritually-minded can meet in 
earnest worship and devotion, and where we can offer the. right-hand of
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fellowship to those, who, convinced of the Philosophy of the PI cnomena, 
desire to mingle with those who are in affinity with them. To-day our 
meeting places do not satisfy that need wholly, and in some cases, not 
even in part, for, as you say, they are a hodge-podge of neither Spiritual
ism or Science, Philosophy or common sense, reverence or culture. 
Row, seeing the need of such meetings as would constitute a Church, 
in its truest sense, I  am desirous of meeting with those in affinity for 
that purpose only, and shall be glad to hear from any in person or by 
letter.— H e n r y  B ro ok s ,

55, Graham Road, Dalston, London, N.E.

---------:o:---------

T h e  H o u r s  a n d  w h a t  t h e y  T e l l .—We have received a neatly 
printed little booklet bearing the above title, and published, at sixpence, 
by Brown’s Saville Press, Dock Street, Hull. The author is Thomas 
Stephen Eyre, and he sets out various information about .lie planets 
that will prove interesting to Astrologers, and others interested in “ the 
Ancient science,” as astrology is frequently defined. The author says 
of the illustrations he gives of how to read the indications of the plane
tary hours that they will show his readers “ how to read what the hours 
tell, and how to read the thoughts and intentions of others, to know the 
general contents of letters and other amusing things,” matters which 
our readers can test for themselves, for the modest sum, asked for the 
booklet.

T h e  ‘ S p ir it u a l  R ev ie w ,’ for August, opens with a portrait: of ‘ Tien 
Sien Tie,’ the well-known spirit teacher who inspires the utterances of 
Mr. J. J. Morse. This is followed by some copious notes of one of the 
addresses given b y ‘T ien’ through his medium, at Cavendish Rooms, 
upon ‘Crime: Its Physical Circumstances and Spiritual Consequences’— 
an important subject truly, and treated with the usual humanitarian 
eloquence of the speaker. ‘ Taoism and its Tenets ’ is the title of an 
appropriate article at this time when China and Japan are occupying the 
attention of the world. Astrologers will find something oi interest in 
‘An Italian Oration on Astrology in the Fifteenth Century;’ and the 
editorial notes and gleanings ‘ from all points,’ and the ‘ Miscellany,’ &c., 
deM with current topics in a thoughtful and suggestive fashion. No. 4 
of the ‘ R e v ie w  ’ maintains, and improves upon, the standard of the 
previous issues.—Light.
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THE

PROGRESSIVE LITERATURE AGENCY.
[E stablished  1878.]

J.v J. MORSE, Proprietor,
25, Osnaburgh Street, Euston Road, London, N.W. 

P r o s p e c t u s .
Progressive Literature Agency was established in 1878, by Mr. J. J. Morse, for 

vf) the purpose of affording increased facilities for the distribution of works upon 
Spiritualism and cognate subjects. It is one of the oldest Agencies, devoted 

entirely to such literature.
T he  P .L .A . h a s  c o n tin u a lly  en la rg ed  in scope, as a  consequence of th e  favou r 

acco rded  it ,  an d  to fa c ilita te  its  pu rp o ses  i t  is  d iv id ed  u n d e r  th e  fo llow ing

D e p a r t m e n t s
American Department.—The P.L.A. deals in all the Ameri'an periodicals and 

books upon Spiritual and progressive subjects. It is the appointed European Depot 
of Colby & R ich , “ B anner  of L i g h t ” Publishing House, Boston. The largest 
and oldest publishing house for Spiritual Literature in the world.

A ustralian Department.—The PL.A. is  the English Agency of W . H.. T erry , 
“ H arbinger  of L ig h t  ” Publishing House, Melbourne, Australia.

Book Department.—The P.L.A. supplies all the latest publications upon Spiritual 
Science and Physio Research, etc., issued at home or abroad Customers can be 
supplied iu all cases, through the post. Full List Post Free.

H ints to Enquirers into Spiritualism. With rules for the formationof Spirit 
Circles. New edition. Tenth thousand. By J. J. M orse . This is a handy 
and valuable little tract for all enquirers. Testimonials of Eminent Persons in 

favour of the facts. Post free, 4£d.
Christ the Corner Stone of Spiritualism. By J. M. P e e b l e s , M.D. A large 

pamphlet. It treats of the Spiritualism of the Bible. Price 3d., postage id.

Im m o rta lity : or our Employments H ereafter. By J. M. P e e b l e s , M.D. 300 
pages. Showing the proofs of a future existence, with what a hundred 
spirits say about their dwelliug places in the world beyond. Price, 6s. 6J. 
Postage, 5d.

Garrison in  Heaven. By William Denton. A racy, remarkable aud scathing 
exposure of the orthodox doctrine of hell. Price, 3d. Post free, 3Jd.

Seersh ip : Guide to Soul Slight. P. B. R andolph . Clairvoyance, or Somnam - 
bulic Vision, its art and culture, with rules for its attainment. Price, 9s. 
Postage, 3d.

E u lis : The Third Revelation of Soul and Sex. P. B. R andolph . A work 
containing many secret and inner doctrines of the Rosicrucians. Iu it aud 
by it both man and woman have the road to enormous power in others, 
prolongation of life, aud rendering existence a' rqad to perpetual joy. Price; 
10s. 6d. Postago 4d.

Life in Two Spheres. By H udson T u t t l e , with portrait. A fascinating account 
of life after death, as seen clairvoyantly by this wonderful seer. Post free, 
Is. 8d.
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News from the Invisible World. The wonderful account of the e traordinary 
experiences at the house of Mr. Samuel Wesley, Sen., during 171 i and 1717, 
by the Eev. John Wesley. With an introductory explanation by J, J. Morse. 
2d., post free, 2^d.

Planchettes. Highly finished mahogany. Special screw to fli: in  pencil.
Ivory wheels on steel pillars. Neatly packed in special cardboa d box, with 
full instructions. Price, 3s. Gd. postage, 3d. The best article procurable.

Views of our Heavenly Home. By A. J. Davis. Illustrated with diagrams of 
celestial objects and views of different portions of the elestial home. Cloth, 
3s. 6d. Postage, 3d.

The Christ Question Settled. By Dr. J. M. P eebles . It settles the question of 
the existence of Jesus, with citations from some twenty exalte 1 spirits in the 
heavenly world. Price, 5s. 6d. Postage, 5d.

Death and the After-Life. By A. J. D avis. Death and the After- Ijife ; Scenes 
in the Summer laud; Society in the Summer land ; Social Centres in the 
Summer laud, etc., etc., 3s. 6d. Postage, 3d.

Real Life in Spirit-Land. By Maiua M. K ino. Being life experiences, scenes, 
incidents, and conditions illustrative of spirit-life and the pri iciples of the 
Spiritual Philosophy. Given inspirationally. Cloth. Post free, 4s. Gd.

Mediumship. By Mrs. M aria M. Kino . A pamphlet for me Hums. Post 
free, Is. Id.

A Spirit’s Idea of Happiness. J. R. T utin. An emauation from the Spirit- 
side of existence, through the means of automatic writing. Clot l 310 pages, 
reduced price, 2s. Gd. Postage, 3d.

Bridge Between Two Worlds. By Abby A. J ddson. This book i i  dedicated to 
all earnest souls who desire, by harmonizing their psychical be lies and their 
psychical bodies with universal nature, and their souls w tii the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connection with the purer realms of the spirit- £
world. Cloth. Price, 4s. Gd. Postage, 4d.

Ideal Suggestions Through Mental Photography. A Restorative system for 
Home and Private Use, preceded by a Study of the laws of Mental Healing. 
By Henry Wood. Cloth. Price, 5s. 6 d. Postage, 4d,

Im m ortality, and Our Employments H ereafter. With what a hundred spirits, 
good and evil, say of their dwelling places. Two new chapters have been added, 
one embodying an account of Dr. Peebles's seance iu Jerusalem, and the other 
an account of his several seauces in Scotland with that distinguished medium, 
David Duguid, who has imparted much knowledge and some wonderful dis
closures concerning what transpired nineteen hundred years age and what has 
since transpired in many portions of the spirit world. 320 Pages. Large 8vo. 
cloth. Price, 4s. Gd. Postage, od.
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Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By E pes  Sargent . This is a large 12mo of 372 
pages, with an appendix of 23 pages. The author takes the ground that since 
natural science is concerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appealing 
to our sense perceptions, and which are not only historically imparted, but are 
directly presented in the irresistible form of daily demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism is a natural science, and all opposition to it 
under the ignorant pretence that it is outside of nature, is unscientific aud 
unpliilosophical All this is clearly shown. Cloth, 12m i, pp. 396. Post free, 
4s, 6d.

•  Studies of the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. By H udson T u t t l e . The
author sets out to put on a more scientific and rational basis the proofs of the 
doctrine of immortality. He recognizes the fact that we live in an age of 
growing skepticicsm, that evidence which was once sufficient is no longer so, and 
that in the minds of a very large elass of earnest and intelligent persons faith 
in a future state of existence has a very slender hold. Handsomely bound in 
cloth, extra, pp. 232. Price, 2s. 6 d. Post free.

Poems of Progress. By MissLrzziE D o ten , author of “ Poems from the Inner Life.” 
Illustrated with a fine steel engraving of the inspired author. The structure of 
her verse is remarkably smooth and harmonious, and its melody well becomes 
such genuine sermons in song. The intellectual and spiritual quality of 
Lizzie Doten’s poems, far more even than their high literary merit, commend 
this volume to the highest appreciation of the public, and the widest circula
tion. Cloth. Price, 4s. Gd. Postage, 4d.

Poems from the Inner Life. By L iz z ie  D oten . New edition. This handsome 
volume contains the gems of the inspirational utterances, given chiefiy before 
public audiences, under direct spirit influence. Several of them are attributed 
to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. Others are by the inspiration of Sbakspearo, Burns, 
and A. W. Sprague, but in many cases the author’s name is not recorded. 
Price, 4s. Gd Postage, 4d.

Religion of Man and Ethics of Science. By H udson T u t t l e . The Past has 
been the Age of the Gods and the religion of pain ; the present is the age of man 
and the religion of joy. Not servile trust in the Gods, but the knowledge of the 
laws of the world, belief in the divinity of man and his eternal progress toward 
perfection, is the foundation of the religion of man and the system of ethics as 
treated in this work. Finely bound in muslin, pp. 320. j Price 4/6. Post free.

Convent of the Sacred Heart. By H udson T u t t l e . In his preface the author 
writes as follows : “ I will tell you a tale of truth that is stranger than the wildest 
flight of fiction. The facts I have carefully gathered, and had no need of embel
lishments drawn from fancy, or of intensifying the delineations. 12mo, pp. 173. 
Paper. Price 1 /-. Postage 3d.

How to Magnetize, Or magnetism and clairvoyance. A practical Treatise on the 
choice, management and capabilities of subjects, with instructions on the method 
of procedure, etc. By J ames V ictor  W ilson . Paper. Price 1/-. Postage Id.

Life and Labor in the Spirit-W orld. Being a description of localities, employ
ments, surroundings, and conditions in the spheres. By members of the spirit- 
band of Miss M. T. Shelhamer, formerly the medium of the B a nner  or L ight  
Public Free Circle. Cloth. Price 3/6. Postage 4d.
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Lyceum Guide, By H udson and B jima T u t t l e . A collection of n usic, golden 
chain recitations, memory gems, choral responses, funeral services, programmes 
for sessions and parliamentary rules. Compiled for use of Progressive Lyceums 
and Societies. Cloth. Post free, 2s. 6d.

Old and New Psychology. By W. J. C o l v il l e . The author says in his introduc
tion: “ The writer lays no claim to having written a complete or exhaustive 
treatise on psychology, but simply has undertaken to present, in as cpular a form 
as possible, some of the salient features of the compendious theme.” Cloth. 
Price, 4s. 6d. Postage, 4d.

The Question Settled- By M oses H u l l . A careful comparison of biblical and modern 
spiritualism. The author’s aim faithfully to compare the bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been ably accomplished. Cloth. I'rice, 3s. (id. 
Postage, 3d.

The Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism.—By Moses H ull  ; or A Concordance 
to the Principal Passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which 
prove or imply Spiritualism ; together with a brief history of the origin of many 
of the important hooks of the Bible. Cloth, pp. 385. Price, 4s. 6d. 
Postage, 4d.

W ilbram’s W ealth. M r . J. J. M ouse. A story of how a wealthy nan promoted 
the ideal social state. Post free, Is.

Mental Therapeutics. An Elementary Text Book, by W. J. Col' Xl l e .
Lessons: lielation of Man to Being—Prayer and Unction—Fait, i—Chemicalisa- 
tiou, or Crisis—Divine and Human Will—Creative Thougl t—Telepathy— 
Intuition—Diagnosis -Concentration—Practical Illustrations, Paper. One Shil
ling. Postage l td.

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the world’s beliefs on the . abject, a con
sideration of present conditions of thought and feeling, leading to the question 
as to whether it can be demonstrated as a fact; to which is add'd an appendix 
containing some hints as to personal experiences and opinions. By M inot  
J uuson S avage, D.D. (Harvard.) Price, 5s. (id. Postage, 5d.

Solar Biology. A scientific method of delineating character ; diagnosing disease ; 
determining mental, physical and business qualifications ; conjugal Adapta
bility, etc., from date of birth. Illustrated with seven plate diagrams and 
tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 to 1900 inclusive. 1 Is. Postage, 
6d.

Psychic Philosophy. As the foundation of a religion of natural law. By V. C. 
D e s e b t is . With an introduction by Alfred Itussell Wallace, I).C L., L.L.D. 
F.E.S. On the evidence of the senses, mediuinship, the moralitics of spiritualism, 
etc. Cloth, pp. 368. Price, 8s. Gd. Postage, 4d.

Strange Visitors. A series of original papers, embracing philosophy, science, 
government, religion, poetry, art, fiction, satire, humor, narral ne and prophecy, 
by the spirits of Irving, Willis, Thackeray, Byron, Bronte, Richter, Hawthorne, 
Wesley, Humboldt, Browning, and others. Cloth. Price, 4s. 6d- Hostage, 4d.
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SPECIAL LIST OF
BOOKS FOB SALE

AT THE

OFFICE OF THE “ SPIRITUAL REVIEW,"
26, OSNABURGH STREET, LONDON, N.W.

Remittances must accompany Orders, otherwise books cannot be sent. 

Large 8vo., handsome ornamented Cloth, gilt, 5s. Sd., post free.

RESEARCHES in the PHENOMENA 
OF SPIRITUALISM.

By SIR WILLIAM- CROOKES, F.R.S.,
President of the British Association 1898;

President of the Society for Psychical Research, 1898.

Large Octavo. Cloth Bound. 275 Pages.
THE AUTO BIO G RAPH Y

of

Q m 'm a J^fcardinge W r itte n
[THE PIONEER LECTURER

+ + + AND HISTORIAN]

MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
E d ite d  an d  P u b lish e d  b y  M rs. M a rg a re t  W ilk in so n  

(H er S is te r , a n d  so le  S u rv iv in g  R e la tiv e ),
W ith  a  P re face  b y  J .  J .  M orse,

Twenty-One Chapters, Validietory, and an Appendix, 
Illustrated with a handsome portrait of Mrs. Britten.

Price Five Shillings. Postage Fourpence.
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SPIRIT TEACHINGS
Through the M ediumship o f W illiam  Stainton LYIoses,

(M.A., Oxon.),

By Automatic or Passive Writing.
W ITH A BIOGRAPHY BY CHARLTON T. SPEER.

And Two Pull-paged Portraits.

H a n d so m e ly  b o u n d  in  C lo th  G ilt, 3 2 4 p p ., d em y  8vo . p rice  3 s . 6 ^ ' 
n e t ,  o r p o s t fre e , 8 s. lO d.

THE M Y ST E R IE S OF M ED IU M SH IP.

A SPIRIT INTERVIEWED. Reprinted from “ Light.” 
BEING A FULL ACCOUNT OF A N  IN T E R V IE W  WITH  

TIEN SIEN TIE
T he  Ch ie f  Control of the W ell-known M ediom , J .  J .  M O IR E ,

In which is also included a Sketch of the Life, Career, and Work of lr . Morse, 
and an Interview with the “ Strolling Player,” with other matters of interest. 
Illustrated  with the P o rtra its  of Tien Sien Tie and J. J. Morse, printed in 

colour.—Containing, in addition to the above, as an appendix, a Lect re by Tien 
Sien Tie descriptive of his Experiences on E arth  and in Spirit Life ; now published 
in England for the first time. PRICE THREEPENCE. Post free for Fourpencc

Cloth, 382pp. JfS. 10d., poet free.

OLD AND NEW  PSYCHOLOGY.
B y  W .  J .  C O L V IL LE .

Co ntents .— What is Psychology ?— Swedenborg’s Theory— Relation to Practical 
Education—A Study of the Human Will—Imagination : Its Practical Value—Have 
we Two Memories ?—Instinct, Reason, and Intuition—Psychurgy— Mental and 
Moral Healing—Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value—Power o Thought— 
How to Develop and Increase it—Concentration of Thought and viat it can 
Accomplish—A Study of Hypnotism—Education and Moral Evolution —Telepathy 
and Transference of Thought, or Mental Telegraphy—Mediumship: It Nature and 
Uses—Habits: How Acquired and how Mastered—Obsession, and its Remedy— 
Seership and Prophecy—Dreams and Visions—The Scientific Ghost— The Human
Double—The Human Aura—Heredity and Environment—Astrolog; Palmistry
and Periodicity, their bearings on Psychology—Individuality v. Eccentricity— 
Practical Instructions for Health and Healing.
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NOW READY. NEW EDITION.

Arcana of Spiritualism.
A  M a n u a l o f S p ir i tu a l  S cience  a n d  P h ilo so p h y .

B y H udson T uttle.

Contents.—Evidences of Spiritualism, Matter and Force: Their Relation to 
Spirit, Spiritual Atmosphere of the Universe, Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism, 
Mesmerism, Spirit—Its Phenomena and Laws, Philosophy of Death, Mediumship 
—Its Phenomena, Laws, and Cultivation, Mediumship during Sleep, Heaven'and 
Hell, The Supposed Abodes of the Departed, The Spirits’ Home, Resume —A General 
Survey of Spiritualism, The Old Religion of Pain, Spiritualism the Religion of Joy. 
To which is appended a Glossary of Terms pertaining to Spiritualism and Psychic 
Science.

This valuable and useful book has long been out of print. The new edition has 
been revised, enlarged and written up-to-date. Bound in handsome cloth.

320 Pages. Price 3s. 10d., post free.
NEW WORK. JUST ISSUED.

DEATH D E F E A T E D ,
or

The P sych ic Secret
of

HOW TO KEEP YOUNG.
By J. M. P eeb les , M.D., M.A., Ph. D.

A deeply interesting book, full of invaluable advice and information to Spirit
ualists, Psychic Students, Health Reformers, Mental Scientists, Vegetarians, etc.

P o s t  F re e , 4 s . 6d.

“ Astronomy is excellent, but it must come down into life to have its full value 
and not remain there in globes and spaces.”—E m erso n .

THE SPHINX:
AN ASTROLOGICAL MAGAZINE.

E dited  by CATHERINE H. THOMPSON,

Issued Monthly by
THE SPHINX PUBLISHING GO., BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Ann”al Subscription, Post Free 15/-
ANNOUNCEMENT.

T he  Sphinx  is a publication that cannot fail to interest cultured and thoughtful 
people. I t is supported by the best writers on Astrology in England, America and 
India, and is the only Magazine in the United States that is entirely devoted to teach
ing, demonstrating and vindicating the truth of the science as taught by the Egyptians. 

LONDON : T he P kogeessiye L itebatuee Agency, 26, Osnaeuegh Street 
E uston R oad, N.W.
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Every intelligent Spiritualist and Inquirer should read

c £ i g f ) t :
A W eekly Jou rna l of Psychical, Occult, & Mystical Research.

‘ L IGHT 51 proclaims a belief in the existence and life of the spirit apart from, and Independent 
of, the material organism, and in the reality and value of intelligent intercourse between spirits em
bodied and spirits disembodied. This position it lirmly and consistently raai itains. Beyond this it 
has no creed, and its columns are open to a full and free discussion—conducted in a s'piriu of honest 
courteous, and reverent inquiry—its only aim being, in the words of its motto, ‘ Light! More Light!

To the educated thinker who concerns himself with questions of an occult character, 1 L IG H T ’ 
affords a special vehicle of information and discussion. I t  is the aclmowleged re presents'ive of culti
vated and intelligent Spiritualism throughout the world, everywhere quoted and referred to  as such. 
The Editor has the co-operation of the best writers in this country and abroad, whose opinions are 
worthy of permanent record, whose experience and knowledge are of the highest value, and who have 
no other vehicle for their publications than ‘ L I G H T . ’ This gives the Journal a unique position, 
and a singular value.

Mr. W. T. Stead, the Editor o f 1 The Review of Reviews,’ writing in ‘Border
land’, spoke of ‘ Light ’ as ‘ the best, fa r  a n d  away the best of all t he papers 
devoted to psychic subjects in tne English language.’

The Rev, H. R. Haweis, in a sermon on ‘ The Tendencies of Modern S pirit
ualism ,’ described ‘ L ig h t’ as ‘ one of the most cultured, h igh toaed  and
ensible of all the  publications ’ devoted to the subject.

P rice  2d ,; or, 10s. lOd. p e r  annum , P o s t Free.
All orders for the Paper and for Advertisements, and all remittances, should be addressed to “ The 

Manager ” ; all communications intended to be printed should be addressed to “ The Editor.”-
O ffice:—110, S t. M a r tin ’s L a n e , C h a rin g  C ross, W.O.

• L IG H T ’ is sold by all Booksellers.
The Trade supplied by E. W. AL^LEN, 4, Ave Marie Lane, E.C.

pottos.
THE POPULAR PENNY PAPER FOR SPIRITUALISTS AND INQUIRERS 

INTO SPIRITUALISM.
E dited  by W ill  P h il lips .

18, Corporation Street, Manchester.
Its Weekly Issues are full of Information on Spiritualism and Kindred Subjects ; 

it also gives aFull Resume of the Eveuts of the Week in the English Spiritualistic 
World.

All who wish to know more upon, the Subject of Spirit Return and ins kindred 
phenomena, should obtain the TWO WORLDS regularly.

A leading feature, of g reat service to Inquirers, is The Answer s to 
Questions Column.

Up-to-date Leading Articles. Stories by Good Authors. Articles by First- 
class and W ell-known Contributors. Interesting Correspondence Columns. 
A Special Women’s Column. Notes of Interesting Event by “ The 
Optimist,” and Reports.
Its pages teem with Information and Helpful Enlightening Reading Matter.

Every Friday, Price Id . Annual Subscription, 6/6 post free.
A trial Subscription oj Sj6 will ensure delivery c f the Paper fc  2 .̂ weeks.



NATIONAL, COUNTY & SPECIAL ORGANISATIONS.
N ational.

The Spiritualists’ National Federation: Secretary, Mr. W. Harrison, 42. Hilary 
Street, Burnley.

The British Spiritualists’ Lyceum Union : Secretary, Mr. A. Kitson, Bromley Road 
Hanging Heaton, Dewsbury.

County.
The Yorkshire U nion: Secretary, Mr. J. Whitehead, 48, Grafton St.,Bradford, Yorks.

S p e c ia l .
The London Spiritualist Alliance : Secretary, Mr. E. W. Wallis, 110, St. Martin’s 

Lane, London, W.C.
The Union of London Spiritualists : Secretary, Mr. D. J. Davis, 4, Fife Road,

Canning Town, E.
The Junior Spiritualist Club: Secretary, Miss Florence Morse, 26, Osnaburgh

Street, London, N.W.
The Manchester Spiritualist A lliance: Secretary, Mr. J. Rocke, 47, West Clowe

Street, Salford, Manchester.

SPIRITUALIST AND OTHER PERIODICALS.
E n g l is h .

L ig h t: Weekly. A Journal of Psychical, Occult, and Mystical Research. 2d, 
110, St. Martin’s Lane, London, W.C.

The Two W orlds : Weekly, Id. 18, Corporation Street, Manchester, The only penny 
weekly Spiritualist Newspaper.

The Lyceum B anner: Monthly. The only paper devoted to Lycoum Work, and the 
children of Spiritualists. One penny, post free ljd . 26, Osnaburgh Street, 
London, N.W.

The Coming Day: Edited by Rev. J. Page Hopps. London: Williams and Norgate, 
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Psyche : Monthly Id. London Editor, Mr. D. J, Davis; Provincial Editor, Mr. G. H. 
Bibbings, 26, Paternoster Square, E.C.

The Humanitarian: Monthly. Edited by Mrs. Victoria Woodhull Martin. A 
splendid Magazine, full of progressive thought. 6d. 6s. 6d. per year. London : 
2, White Hart Street, E.C.

Colonial.
The M essenger: Monthly, 108, Blyth Street, Brunswick, Melbourne, Australia 

4b. per year.
The Harbinger of L ig h t: Monthly. Edited by W. H, Terry. Post free, 7s. per 

annum. Austral Buildings, Collins Street Bast, Melbourne, Australia.
A m ebican .

The Banner of L ig h t; Weekly. Edited by Harrison D. Barrett. 10s. 6d. per annum. 
Boston, U.S.

The Religio-Philosophical Jo u rn a l: Weekly; 6s. 6d. per annum. San Francisco, U.S. 
The Progressive Thinker : Weekly. Edited by J. R. Francis. 6s. 6d. per annum. 

Chicago, U.S.
The Light of Truth : Weekly. Edited by Willard Hull. 8s. 6d. per annum. 

Columbus, 0., U.S.
The Temple of H ea lth : Battle Creek, Mich., U.S. Edited by Dr, J, M. Peebles. 

Monthly; Is. 6d. per year.

No Spiritualist should Ibe without

PSYCHE:
A Penny Spiritualist Monthly, Edited by G. H. Bibbings, and D. J . Davis.

16 pages of Splendid Matter in an attractive Cover, with a design worth more 
than is charged for the complete Magazine.

Special features: Psychometrical, Phrenological and Pysiological Delineations; a
guide to the Spiritualist Lecture Platform ; Notes on Societary doings ;

Bright, helpful articles-
Post free Is. 6d. per annum. Single copies l id .  post free.

Send Is. 6d. a t  once for a year’s issues to  J . Kinsman, 64, Lloyd Road, 
W althamstow, London.



Mrs. J. J. MOR SE’S HOTEL,«
(ORIGINALLY ESTABLISHED, 1883.)

FLORENCE HOUSE, . . .
26, OSNABUI^GH S T R E E T , GUSiPOf! I^O AD;

LONDON, N.W.
A HOME FROM HOMHl ! !

L E T T E R S  AND TELEGRAMS PROM PTLY ATTENDED TO. 
Full T ariff S e n t  P o s t  F ree .

The only Spiritualists’ Hotel,, in London.
T e le g r a m s :  ‘J u n ip e r ite , L on d oji.’ . .

mb

T h e B an n er of L ight,
The oldest Journal in the World devoted tc the 

SPIRITUAL PHILOSpPHY.
ISSUED W EEKLY at Boston, Mass., Ilfs.A., by the “ Banner of 

L ight” Publishing Company, Publishers and Proprietors.
E ditor ... . . .  .. HARRISON ]>. BARRETT

Aided by a large corps of able writers.

©H E BANNER is a First-Class Family Newspaper of Eight 
Pages—Containing Forty Columns o | Interesting and Instruc
tive Reading.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.—In Advance.
Per Year, 10/6 ; Six Months, 5/6. Postage Free. Su bscriptions dis

continued at the expiration of the time paid for. Specimen copies 
of no particular date sent Free for One Penny Stamp

SPECIAL NOTICE-—The “ Banner of Light” Publishing Company 
are the largest Publishers in the world of Spiritual, Progressive and 
Reformatory Books.

Their European Agent is J. J, MORSE, 26, Osnaburgh St., London, N.W. 
Who will supply all their works postage free, and who receives s jbscriptions for 

the “  Bauner of Light,” as above.

‘ PLANCHETTE,
Invaluable for Developing W riting Mediums.

MOYES EASILY. WRITES RAPIDI/L
Science is unable to ’explain the mysterious performances and intelligent answers to questions 

asked either aloud or mentally. Those unacquainted with it would be as mished at some of the 
results that have been attained through its agency, and no domestic circle sho Id be without one. All 
investigators who desire practice In writing mediumship should avail themsel' e* of these Planchettes. 
They are complete with box, pencil, and directions for use. Polished oal board, with ivory an 
brass mounts.
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